AGENDA
PURCELLVILLE TOWN COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
JANUARY 23, 2018, 7:00 PM
TOWN HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS

1.

CALL TO ORDER OF REGULAR MEETING (Mayor Fraser)

2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

3.

INVOCATION (Mayor Fraser)

4.

AGENDA AMENDMENTS/APPROVAL (Town Council and Staff)

5.

PROCLAMATIONS/RECOGNITIONS (Town Council)
a.

6.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
a.

7.

None
None

PRESENTATIONS
a.

Purcellville Volunteer Fire Company Annual Report (Brad Quin, President and
Bob Dryden, Fire Chief) and Presentation of Annual Contribution from the
Town (pgs. 3-9)

8.

CITIZEN/BUSINESS COMMENTS (Mayor Fraser)

9.

MAYOR AND COUNCIL COMMENTS (Mayor Fraser)

10.

DISCUSSION/INFORMATIONAL ITEMS

(All citizens who wish to speak will be given an opportunity. Limits will be imposed on all speakers. All
speakers should sign up prior to speaking, and Town residents will be given the first opportunity to
speak.)

a.

Public Safety Reports
i.

Purcellville Volunteer Rescue Squad (Mike Senate, President)

ii.

Purcellville Volunteer Fire Company (Brad Quin, President)

iii.

Purcellville Police Citizens Support Team (Dawn Mabe, President/James Taylor,
Vice President) (pgs. 11-12)

iv.

Purcellville Police Department (Lt. Joe Schroeck) (pgs. 13-16)

b.

Public Works Monthly Operations Report (D. Lehnig) (pgs. 17-32)

c.

Economic Development Report (P. Sullivan) (pgs. 33-52)
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11.

12.

ACTION ITEMS
a.

Right of First Refusal - Bridge Property - 118 E. Main Street* (H. McCann/H.
Day) (pgs. 53-64) (Motions pg. 54)

b.

Water Tower Renovation and Preventative Maintenance* (D. Lehnig) (pgs. 6569) (Motions pg. 68)

c.

Replacement Membranes at the Basham Simms Water Reclamation Facility*
(D. Lehnig) (pgs. 71-100) (Motion pg. 73)

d.

Appointments to Committees, Commissions and Boards* (Town Council)
(pg.101) (Motion pg. 101)

DISCUSSION OF ITEMS PROPOSED FOR FUTURE PRESENTATIONS /
RECOGNITION
a.

13.

14.

None

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES (pgs. 103-122) (Motion pg. 103)
a.

December 7, 2017 Town Council Special Meeting

b.

January 9, 2018 Town Council Meeting

CLOSED MEETING* (pgs.123-125) (Motions pg. 124)
The purpose of the closed meeting is to consult with legal counsel about specific legal matters
requiring the provision of legal advice by counsel.

15.

ADJOURNMENT

*Roll Call Votes
IF YOU REQUIRE ANY TYPE OF REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION AS A RESULT OF PHYSICAL, SENSORY OR MENTAL
DISABILITY IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING, PLEASE CONTACT DIANA HAYS, TOWN CLERK, AT 540-3387421. THREE DAYS NOTICE IS REQUESTED.
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REPORT
INFORMATIONAL ITEM

Items #7a and 10a.ii.
SUBJECT:

Purcellville Volunteer Fire Company Annual Report

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

CONTACT(S):

Brad Quin, President and Bob Dryden, Fire Chief

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The contents of this report are intended to help inform the Purcellville Town Council of the activities
of the Purcellville Volunteer Fire Company in service to the community. The sections that follow will
broadly highlight issues and responses to those issues followed by bulleted descriptions of related
activity to offer a more nuanced view of actual company activity.
Emergency Operations
The primary goal of the Purcellville Volunteer Fire Company is to provide high quality emergency
fire and rescue response to the citizens of Purcellville and the surrounding area (our ‘first due’ and
beyond). We are an agency, one of 15 volunteer companies, now an integral part of the Loudoun
County Combined Fire and Rescue System as mandated by County ordinance. This change in
operational focus, if not actual service provision, formalizes the roles and responsibilities of each
agency within the larger county managed system. As the operational tempo across the county has
increased and the number of calls for our company has reached an all‐time high of 864, our energy
and physical and human resources have been challenged to meet community and governance
expectations. We have met those challenges and believe we represent the best of what a hybrid
combined system demands of a volunteer fire company.
That having been said, there are significant new challenges brought about by several factors that the
company will work to accommodate but that also have impact on our operational and administrative
capabilities. Among those challenges are: continued population growth across the county and in
town; continued development which expands our emergency response demands; increased county
oversight of both operational and administrative activity; increased demands for mandated high level
training and recertification of individual fire fighters and officers; increased costs of apparatus and
equipment mandated by service demands; and probably most significant of all challenges to a
volunteer company, the decreasing number of individuals who are able to commit to extremely high
time commitments for training and actual in‐station duty commitments. Here again the Purcellville
Volunteer Fire Company and its 100 plus members have made every effort to meet these challenges
heard on and in collaboration with the LC‐CFRS leadership.
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During 2017 and across two County fire classes and the Monroe Vo Tech fire class six new
certified fire fighters completed their training. One, Thomas McGinnis, was chosen as the
top student in his class in the spring. These programs represent almost 350 hours of
intense and physically demanding training.



Recruitment results for 2017 noted below produced 20 new probationary fire fighters
from the 25 new members added to the company. Of that group 16 are expected to
graduate from the 2018 fire classes and Monroe Vo‐Tech program.



During the year 16 members completed either their Emergency Medical Responder (EMR)
or Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) certification or re‐certification. One, Robert Lee,
was chosen as top student in his class for EMT. Such certifications are required of fire
fighters in contrast to rescue company members who are not required to have fire
certification, only an EMS certification. Such training varies between 40 hours for re‐
certification to over 80 hours for full certification classes



An estimate of total volunteer hours contributed per company member is based on
approximately 73 duty crew shifts of 12 hours over the year, equaling 896 volunteer hours.
According to virginiqservice.virgina.gov, the monetary value of that service is $26.09 per
hour per person equaling $23,376.64 in estimated dollar value per volunteer.



Total company commitment just to duty shifts (estimated on 50 active members
comprising five duty crews) would be 44,800 hours or $1,168,832 in estimated dollar
value. If the county needed to replace that commitment with paid staff, a conservative
estimate inclusive of salaries and benefits at a mid –range level, would be approximately
$3,500,000 for this company’s needs.



The company answered 864 calls in 2017, approximately 20% were true fire‐related calls,
the balance were medical assists, investigations, vehicle accidents and even public service
activity (the cat in the tree).



All members of the company successfully completed two new on‐line training
requirements promulgated by the County. One focused on data security and information
privacy, the other on required compliance and understanding of HIPPA rules and
regulations.



Chief Dryden was selected to receive the Fire and Rescue Hall of fame award for 2017. The
award recognizes outstanding achievement for service to the system over many years.
Chief Dryden joins seven other company 2 members who have received this distinction
since 1999, more than any other company in this system.



This fiscal year the Company ordered a New 2018 Pierce Velocity Pumper. This pumper
will carry five personnel, 750 gals of water, and has a 2000gpm pump. The cost of this new
pumper was $758,504.00.
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Our current 1989 Ford Brush Truck was in need of equipment and safety improvements.
The vehicle itself is in sound working condition. The company decided to make the small
investment to complete these improvements rather than purchase a completely new piece
of apparatus. We contracted with a local company to perform these improvements for
$30,000.



In late 2017 we completed the upgrade to our vehicle rescue capabilities. The technology
that is now available provides for stronger, and lighter tools that have greater capabilities
than our previous set. Our organization continues to be the first response to significant
auto accidents with entrapment for most of the west side of Loudoun County.



In late September the Fire Company requested additional career staff to be assigned to our
station beginning in January of 2019. These addition personnel will assure the consistent
delivery of fire and emergency medical services that the citizens of western Loudoun
require.

Administration
The Purcellville Volunteer Fire Company can only do its primary job of providing the citizens of
Purcellville and surrounding areas high quality emergency response if it remains a well‐managed
community based organization. In the tradition of most all volunteer fire companies in the country
today, it remains a stand‐alone, not‐for‐profit, independently chartered volunteer organization that
needs to raise funds to purchase apparatus, equipment, and provide for the training of its personnel.
The PVFC is just such an organization – stable, active and fully capable of managing its mission
effectively and efficiently.
Additional administrative activities and highlights:


The Board of Directors approved a FY 18 operating budget of just under $750,000 in
expenses with a projected positive balance in income.



The Board of Directors approved the tentative close of the FY 17 operating budget at its
July 2017 meeting. There is a net balance of income over expense representing the fifth
year for such a positive outcome after several previous years of deficit outcomes.



The two main fund raising activities during the year yielded mixed results: the annual
Christmas Tree sale was highly successful with all 750+ trees sold in under three weeks.
The Company is most grateful to the community that supports this annual fund raising
effort.



The annual mail solicitation fell short of its goal by several thousand dollars continuing the
trend experienced by most volunteer companies in the county of declining responses to
such appeals.
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The company successfully completed a second round of a County‐sponsored financial risk
audit and was found to be in compliance with the best practices recommended by the
auditors.



The Purcellville Fire Company Foundation Scholarship Committee selected two members
for $1,000 continuing education awards from the PVFC Foundation established to provide
support for PVFC families and members. Since its inception in 2012 this program has
awarded over $20,000 in scholarship support to eligible students.



The Company submitted its FY 17 I/E statements to the County’s Administrative
Operations Committee (AOC) which is responsible for recommending the allocations to
each volunteer fire and Rescue Company in the County of $6.3 million set aside in the Fire
and Rescue budget to support volunteer operational activity. The recommendation goes to
the County’s Executive Committee for approval.



The County’s Executive Committee unanimously approved the Administrative Operations
Committee’s (AOC) recommendations for the distribution of the annual contribution to
volunteer companies at its June 2017 meeting.



President Quin of Purcellville chairs the AOC and sits on the county’s Executive Committee
as one of seven voting members.



Chief Bob Dryden service on the county’s Fire Operations Committee as a voting member.



The company’s pubic information officer developed and implemented a communications
outreach plan to elevate local awareness of this volunteer fire company. The Firefighters’
Corner column for the Purcellville Gazette continues to be a popular feature in that outlet.



The Company conducted its annual nominations and election meetings in November and
December respectively. Both and administrative and operational leadership positions are
open for eligible members to fun for those offices. The offices open this year were chief,
one captain, vice‐president and one open Board position. Chief Bob Dryden was returned
to office as was Captain Buddy Colby. Incumbent vice‐president Chris Kermode was re‐
elected and Rick Reaves was elected to a two‐year term on the Board of Directors. All
incumbent and new officers will take the oath of office at the Annual Installation Banquet
in the New Year.



Through the end of December and the annual recruiting year 25 new members were added
to the company roster: 23 operational and two associates. This yield on new volunteers
represents a recovery from a poor performance the pervious year with just 12 new
members coming on board. It also bucks the trend of increasing difficulty recruiting
volunteers willing to a make the commitment to mandatory training demands and time
commitments.



Membership losses among new recruits were reduced to 10. Although six losses to
recruitment from career departments (including LCFR itself) has a disproportionate
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impact on operations as such losses are usually of highly capable and more senior
volunteer members, stripping the company of future leadership and core experience.


The BOD authorized the purchase of a new fire apparatus to replace the oldest fire
suppression piece (pumper) in our fleet. The county standard for life service of front line
engines (fire suppression “pumpers” and rescue engines) is 10 years of front line duty and
five years in reserve. Our oldest piece is 20 years old and continues in a front line capacity.
The new apparatus is expected to be delivered in March of 2018.



The company completed rehabilitation of our brush and wildland apparatus as field and
forest fires remain a threat in the western reaches of our county and first due area. This
apparatus is 29 years old.

Community Outreach and Public Relations
The Purcellville Volunteer Fire Company is community based and community focused. It serves its
Purcellville community not only in response to emergency needs but with a full panoply of outreach
and public education activities. The company’s active membership is made up of neighbors and
friends, and as such has in interest in being part of the vibrant community life in Purcellville as a
valued community‐based organization.
Additional public community outreach highlights:


The company completed seven ‘Ride the Fire Truck to School’ events for young children as
part of the public education program



The company again participated in the Loudoun County Public Schools’ ‘Read Across
America’ program with storytelling to first graders at Emerick Elementary School



The company Co‐hosted the Purcellville Public Safety day event at the station with rescue
Company 14



The company hosted six bi‐monthly INOVA blood drives at the station sponsored by St.
Francis de Sales Catholic Church securing an average 60 + units of blood each session



Four ‘Sundaes on Saturday’ events were completed where the company scoops free ice
cream for the public and opens the station to visitors with apparatus demonstrations and
public fire safety education information



At the annual Deener‐Carr Awards Banquet in May six members of the company were
recognized for length of service totaling 60+ years



The company president was awarded a distinguished service award as nominated by the
County’s Fire and Rescue Department.
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The company president participated in the Books and Badges program at the Purcellville
Public Library sponsored by the Purcellville Police Department.



The company hosted the” 60 to 60 Ruck to Remember” at the station on the Memorial Day
weekend in support of a charity “ruck,” or hike, raising funds for disabled veterans and for
families who have lost someone in military service. The hikers arrive several hours late but
were welcomed to the station under the Company’s huge American flag deployed from the
top of Tower Ladder 602. The ruck ended at Arlington National Cemetery in Section 60
where the most recent causalities of Iraq and Afghanistan are interred. Company president
Brad Quin was invited to speak and relayed the story of his son killed in the line of duty in
2012 and who is interred in Section 60 at ANC.



The company supported the local Cross Fit franchise in its Memorial Day race through town
to raise money and awareness of wounded warriors and the Hero homes program.



With the Town’s assistance the annual 4th of July Parade was its usual great success. Special
thanks go out to FF Donnie Embrey Company 2’s representative to the committee.



On July 4 our Soapbox Derby team raced in the annual event and took 4th place ‐‐ missing
third by one second! FF John Carney coordinated all this and deserves our thanks for his
efforts.



25 Boys Scouts came to the station on June 20 for the Fire Safety Merit Badge instruction
provided by company president and Eagle Scout Brad Quin. A tour of the station and its
apparatus was also a part of the program.



The Company participated in the Fire Marshall/ Dominos Pizza program for smoke detector
safety. Pizzas were delivered by fire truck and smoke detectors checked. If they were in
working order Dominos donated the pizza to the family.



The Company participated in Military Appreciation Night sponsored by the local Chick‐Fil‐A
franchise.



The Company proudly displayed its enormous American flag at four events at Fireman’s
Field in support of scheduled activities and baseball games.



The Company proudly displayed a congratulatory sign on its property recognizing the State
Campion Boys’ lacrosse team from Loudoun Valley High School.



The company welcomed back to town the State Champion track and field team and the
National Champion Boys’ Cross County team with an escort to Loudoun Valley High School.



Wendy Sellers has been coordinating a twice‐a‐month home‐cooked meal for the
firefighters at the Purcellville Fire Station for the past three years. Wendy took the program
over from founder Liz Jarvis after her home had a serious fire and she and her family were
so grateful for the work done by volunteers that they wanted to say thanks you. Moms Club
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of Purcellville, now Western Loudoun Parents Group. The company sponsored a picnic last
summer for all participants to acknowledge their contribution.


Fire Prevention Week in 2017 is October 4‐10. To mark the occasion, the Chief of the
Loudoun County Combined Fire‐Rescue System and the President of the Purcellville
Volunteer Fire Company read to twenty‐five children and their parents at the Purcellville
Library.



The company participated in the annual Purcellville Christmas Parade with its apparatus on
December 10, 2017.



The annual Santa Ride occurred on Saturday, December 16. Santa rode on the Tower
Ladder as the company’s honored guest for his annual appearance in public.

Looking Forward – Future Challenges
Aside from the issues identified in each section above the Company, and the entire combined
system, face some significant challenges that will impact everything from volunteer recruitment
and retention to costs of operation. The company is planning now to be able to meet those
challenges next year and in ensuing years. It has already invested in its future through prudent
financial management and the establishment of a diversified financial portfolio of investments and
reserve accounts. It is recruiting new members who possess talents and skills that will enable the
company to compete in the marketplace for new volunteers. It is collaborating with the County on
the development of new standards for training and health and welfare in its own interests and
those of the community it serves. Finally, it is rededicating itself to prioritize its mission to serve
the interests of the community it serves first and foremost, with all else following that key goal.
The top five overarching challenges facing the company:


Continued extraordinary population growth and the concomitant growth in infrastructure
and property protection demands.



Increased training and certification requirements for volunteers.



Increasing operational costs well beyond the financial capabilities of typical volunteer
organizational.



Lack of community awareness of the volunteer commitment to emergency response and the
dollar savings to taxpayers of volunteer service.



Reduction in the number of citizen volunteers willing and able to serve their community as
volunteer fire fighters – a notional phenomenon.

Questions regarding the content of this report may be directed to Chief Bob Dryden or President
Brad Quin at the Purcellville Volunteer Fire Community.
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REPORT
INFORMATIONAL ITEM

Item #10a.iii.
SUBJECT:

Purcellville Citizens Support Team Monthly Update

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

CONTACT(S):

Dawn Mabe, President/James Taylor, Vice President

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
The following is a list of events in which the support team assisted since the last report of
September 26, 2017.
1.

No monthly meeting held in November.

2.

Monthly meeting was held on December 13, 2017. President of Purcellville
Women’s Group, Cathy Darby, was guest. We discussed list of recipients of
Christmas bags of food and toiletries that the Women’s Group had put together and
the assistance they needed to deliver them.

EVENTS FOR OCTOBER:
1.

October 28th – Drug Take Back –parking lot at Bush Tabernacle across from Town
Hall– 10 am until 2 pm.

2.

October 28th – Halloween Block Party on 21st Street – traffic and crowd control – 5
pm until 9 pm.

EVENTS FOR NOVEMBER:
1.

November 12th – Turkey Trot – Support team assisted with traffic control.

EVENTS FOR DECEMBER:
1.

December 2nd – Cops and Kids event.

2.

December 9th – Christmas Parade – Support team assisted with traffic control.

3,

December 23rd – assisted Purcellville Women’s group in delivering food/toiletries to
approximately 30 families.
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UPCOMING EVENTS:
No events for January.
February 24th – Loudoun Home Grown Expo
The Purcellville Citizens Support Team looks forward to helping out the Police Department
and Town of Purcellville with upcoming events.
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STAFF REPORT
INFORMATIONAL ITEM

Item #10a.iv.
SUBJECT:

Purcellville Police Dept Stats‐Nov. & Dec. 2017

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Lt. Joseph Schroeck, Acting Chief of Police

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Statistics for November and December 2017
BACKGROUND:
This monthly report provides an overview of criminal activity within the Town of Purcellville. The report
outlines the previous month's crime activity, with comparisons to the same period of the previous year.
Also provided are clearance numbers for arrests.
Productivity information includes; calls for service, officer initiated activity, reports written, vehicular
crashes handled, and hours’ town patrolled by single officer. Also included is traffic citation data. This
data assists the police department in developing strategies in combating crime, and maintaining the
highest quality of life possible for residents and visitors within the town.
ISSUES:
N/A
BUDGET IMPACT:
“There is no budget impact with this item.”
MOTION(S):
N/A
ATTACHMENT(S):
0
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Crime Stats IBR Group A & B Offenses
Group

Offense

Nov-17

Nov-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

YTD
2017

YTD
2016

A

ASSAULT

1

2

0

2

12

SIMPLE ASSAULT

4

2

1

2

24

SEXUAL ASSAULT

0

0

0

0

1

5 (P1)
3 (DaPro)
13 (P1)
24 (DaPro)
0

DEST. OF PROPERTY

3

5

4

3

77

NARC. RELATED

8

3

5

4

51

AUTO THEFT

0

1

0

0

3

BURGLARY

0

2

0

1

5

LARCENY

4

6

3

6

63

FRAUD

2

5

1

1

51

WEAPON
VIOLATIONS
Total Group A
Offenses
CURFEW/VAGRANCY

0

0

0

1

2

22

26

14

18

289

0

0

0

0

3

DIP

4

0

1

2

29

DIS. CONDUCT

0

1

0

1

6

DUI

2

4

3

2

26

LIQUOR LAW VIOL.

2

3

2

1

26

RUNAWAY

0

1

0

0

8

FAMILY OFFENSES

2

0

3

0

7

TRESPASSING

0

0

1

0

8

Total Group B
Offenses

10

9

10

6

113

0
7 (DaPro)
9 (P1)
15 (DaPro)
4 (P1)
15 (DaPro)
8 (P1)
26 (DaPro)
6 (P1)
8 (DaPro)
2 (P1)
2 (DaPro)
1 (P1)
24 (DaPro)
3 (P1)
13 (DaPro)
143

32

35

24

24

402

384

B

TOTALS

14

15 (P1)
35 (DaPro)
10 (P1)
35 (DaPro)
2 (P1)
1 (DaPro)
3 (P1)
5 (DaPro)
21 (P1)
50 (DaPro)
0
15 (DaPro)
1 (P1)
3 (DaPro)
241
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Arrests by Arrest Type
Arrest Type

Nov-17

Nov-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

YTD17

YTD16

O - On-view

2

3

1

1

40

16 (P1)

S – Summoned/Cited

4

3

3

1

29

6 (P1)

T - Taken Into
Custody

7

4

1

4

41

13 (P1)
116 (DaPro)

13

10

5

6

110

151

TOTAL ARRESTS

Traffic Citations by Type
Nov-17

Nov-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Citation

60

73

61

66

Parking Ticket

16

8

15

19

Warning

100

0

89

5

TOTALS

176

81

165

90

Citation Type
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Productivity Information
Type of Activity
Calls for Service
Officer Initiated Activity
Reports Written
Crashes
Solo Hours

Nov-17

Dec-17

188
1148
39
23
38

205
1261
56
16
36

2017 Yearly Productivity Summary
Self‐
Calls for
Month Summons Warnings Reports Crashes Directed Service

Solo Officer
in Town

Jan
Feb
March
April
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

58
76
68
93
108
122
97
104
102
78
50
52

70
59
65
110
46
54
98
77
98
92
77
96

58
62
45
49
49
64
66
66
71
57
39
56

8
19
12
18
22
17
28
20
16
15
23
16

1181
1105
959
1093
972
890
1068
1130
1157
1151
1148
1261

160
143
158
182
209
238
223
257
235
226
188
205

23
36
22
49
124
88
79
35
69
112
38
36

Totals

1008

942

682

214

13115

2424

711
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INFORMATION ITEM

Item #10b
SUBJECT:

Public Works Monthly Operations Report

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dale E. Lehnig, Interim Director, Public Works Director

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Attached for your review are the Monthly Operations Reports for the four divisions of Public
Works: Engineering & Capital Projects, Street & Utility Maintenance, Water Production and
Water Reclamation. The attached reports are for the month of December 2017. If you should
have any questions or desire any further clarification, please do not hesitate to contact us.
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Monthly Operations Reports for Engineering & Capital Projects, Street & Utility
Maintenance, Water Production and Water Reclamation.
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INFORMATIONAL ITEM

Item #10c
SUBJECT:

Economic Development Report

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Patrick Sullivan, Community Development

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
December 2017 Economic Development report. Includes latest Vacancy Report.
BACKGROUND:
This is the monthly report prepared by Community Development. The report provides
updates as to different ongoing economic/building projects, public and private. The report
also includes occupancy permits issued within the past month.
Each month a list of new business occupancies including the number of new employees/jobs
created is detailed. The business occupancies are broken down between Home Occupancies
and regular Commercial occupancy.
The report further includes an ongoing tally of the day‐to‐day workings of the Community
Development Department such as permits issued, site plans received, lawn complaints,
illegal signs, subdivisions, annexation applications, etc.
Each quarter CD also puts out a Vacancy Report which details the vacant
commercial/office/industrial space available in the Town. The vacancy report is compiled
using a drive by visual survey and direct contact with owners or property managers.
Red text in the report indicates new information.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. December 2017 Economic Development Report.
2. Fourth Quarter Vacancy Report
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ATTACHMENT 1

Department of Community Development
Department Update – 12/31/17
Zoning Activity Summary. Current zoning and planning activity within the Department of
Community Development. Table A below provides a summary of the ongoing applications.
More detailed information follows the table in narrative form.
Legend: UR – Under Review; WOA – Waiting on Applicant; CDA – Certificate of Design Approval
Table A
Current Projects
Applicant/Project
Name
7-Eleven, Core
States Group
7-Eleven, Core
States Group

Location/address

Review Type

Status
See Legend at end of matrix

700 E Main Street

Ball Property
Development

32nd Street

Blue Ridge
Veterinary Clinic
Matuszko Farms
LLC/McKim
Morgan Meadows

Lot 10, Mayfair
Industrial Park
Lot 4, Mayfair Industrial
Park
N Hall Ave

Old Dominion
Storage
O’Toole

Lot 5 and 6, Mayfair
Industrial Park
37935 Colonial Hwy

ECHO Purcellville

Purcellville Gateway

Purcellville
Children’s Academy
Truck’n America

120 Ken Culbert Lane

Truck’n America

Lot Consolidation
Special Use Permit
for additional of
pumps & larger
canopy
By-right Residential
Subdivision for 20
Single Family
Detached Houses
Special Use Permit
for a kennel
Site Plan

UR
TC set Jan or Feb 2018
UR
TC set Jan or Feb 2018

UR
Revised Plans Submitted and
Distributed September 23rd.
Received record plat on Nov 16th -UR
TC Approved
UR

Prel. Plat of
Subdivision – 5
residential lots
Certificate of Design
Approval
Rezoning
Comp Plan Amend
Special Use Permit
for Assisted Living
Facility
Rezoning
Comp Plan Amend
Special Use Permit
Site Plan

UR
Construction Plans submitted Nov 8th
Went to PW & CD for review
Approved Oct 17th

Lot 3, Mayfair Industrial
Park

Site Plan – Retail

Lot 3, Mayfiar Industrial
Park

Certificate of Design
Approval

UR
Plans received on 9/5/17
Distributed to agencies 9/8/17
Received all agencies comments and
UR
Approved Oct 17th
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UR
Materials submitted in August 30th;
Distributed to agencies Sept 5th

UR
Materials submitted November 1st
Distributed to agencies November 29th
UR

Valley Storage –
Mini-warehouse
Storage Facility
Vineyard Square

Lot 6F - 37231
Richardson Ln

Site Plan

UR

130-148 21St

Approved 3/1/16

Virginia Regional
Transit
Village Case

Browning Court

Site Plan
New construction
Special Use Permit

Purcellville Rd

Comprehensive Plan
Amendment
Proffered Condition
Amendment
Annexation

UR
Public Hearing Set Jan or Feb 2018
UR
Public Hearing Set Jan or Feb 2018
UR

Village Case
Warner Brook

TC

Legend: UR – Under Review; WOA – Waiting on Applicant; CDA – Certificate of Design Approval
Table B
Commercial/Industrial Zoning Permits Issued or Under Review
Applicant/Project
Name
Tasos Vatikiotis –
Purcellville Theater
Select Property
Management/
Purcellville
Firehouse
Smokin Willy

Supercuts
Dunkin’ Donuts

Dragon Hops
Brewing
Purcellville
Motorsports
SunTrust Bank
Catoctin Corner

Location/address

Review Type

Status
See Legend at end of matrix

860 E Main Street
130 S 20th Street

201 N. Maple Avenue

1201 Wolf Rock Drive,
#155, Catoctin Corner
1200 Wolf Rock Drive,
Catoctin Corner
130 E. Main Street
405 Browning Court
165 Purcellville
Gateway Drive
1220 Wolf Rock Drive,
Building 7.
(4th bldg. approved)

Interior fit-up, Suite
I, 2nd Floor
Interior Future
Tenant Fit-up

Approved 4/26/16

Interior Fit-up for
expansion and
renovations
Interior Fit-up for
hair salon
Interior fit-up for
restaurant with
drive-thru
Demo interior
Outside seating area
New Construction

Approved 4/21/17

New Construction

Approved 5/2/17

Shell building

Approved 6/5/17

Approved 5/9/16
Parking lot zoning permit issued
4/11/17

Approved 4/26/17
Approved 6/12/17

Approved 2/8/17
Approved 5/18/17
Approved 5/17/17

Table C

Commercial/Industrial Occupancy Permits issued
Applicant/Project
Name
Tropical Smoothie
SunTrust Bank
(Temp CO)

Location/address
609 E. Main Street
160 Purcellville
Gateway Drive

Review Type
Restaurant
Commercial/Bank
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Date of Approval

Employees

12/9/2017
12/7/2017

7
12

Home Based Business – Permits Issued
Lydia Teague
Photography

17448 Aldershot Place
New Employees

Home Office

12/19/2017

Year to Date

Month of December

172

20

1

Legend: UR – Under Review; WOA – Waiting on Applicant; CDA – Certificate of Design Approval
PUBLIC/TOWN PROJECTS:
1. Maple Avenue Water Line Replacement
 Zoning permit issued 5/17/17
2. Pavilion Rebuild at Fireman’s Field
 BAR Minor Project Exemption issued on 5/8/17
 Zoning permit issued 5/18/17
BUSINESS RELATED PROJECTS:
Approved:
1. Catoctin Corner – E. Main Street and Rt. 287 N.
 Construction Plans bonded 7/14/16 and approved 9/20/16.
 Site Plan bonded 7/2/16 and approved 10/6/16.
 Boundary Line adjustment recorded 11/17/16
 Easements recorded 11/18/16.
 Water and sewer availabilities paid on 12/12/16 for 1200 Wolf Rock Drive
(Bldg. 3 & 4); 1201 Wolf Rock Drive, (Bldg. 1A, 1B, & 2); and 1230 Wolf
Rock Drive (Bldg. 9). Zoning permits for these buildings are under review.
 Zoning permits for 1200, 1201 and 1230 issued on 12/21/16.
 Building 3&4; Building 1A, 1B & 2; Building 6A & 6B; and Building 7 are
on the 3/21/17 BAR agenda for amendments.
 BAR approved amendments on 3/21/17.
 Building #7 site plan revision approved.
 Dunkin Donuts and Catoctin Corner Dental open for business.
2. Mayfair Industrial – East Nichols Lane.
 Site Plan revision approved on 7/13/16.
 Subdivision complete and lots are being sold and developed.
3. Vineyard Square – 130-148 21st Street.
 Easements have been recorded, bonds have been approved and site plan has
been signed 3-1-16.
 Court case complete. ZA prevailed. 4-25-16.
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4. Purcellville Motorsports – 405 Browning Court
 Site Plan approved 4/7/08.
 BAR approval 7/19/16.
 Public Improvement and landscape bond are to be submitted. Business utility
form under review.
 Bonds submitted and under review.
 Bonds approved. Zoning permit may be issued upon receipt of water and
sewer availabilities.
 Availabilities paid and zoning permit issued 5/17/17. Under Construction.
5.

SunTrust Bank – 165 Purcellville Gateway Drive.
 On 2/7/12 a zoning permit was issued for the construction of a bank in the
Gateway Shopping Center, a stand-alone building at this site.
 BAR approved the revised building design on March 18, 2014.
 Site plan is under review. Project has been pushed back to the fall. No
resolve in sight. Still hoping for a change in status.
 Have received word that Sun Trust is expected to activate their application in
the near future.
 Applicant has requested that the application become active.
 Building design will be reviewed by BAR at their 8/16/16 meeting.
 BAR issued a certificate of design approval for the bank building at their
8/16/16 meeting.
 Site Plan Revision submitted on 10/4/16. Submission sent out to review
agencies on 10/18/16.
 Site Plan resubmitted on 12/12/16 and went out to review agencies on
12/28/16.
 Comments have been addressed and applicant is to submit signature sets.
 Waiting on bond approval.
 Site Plan approved and zoning permit issued on 5/2/17. Under construction.
 Open for Business.

IN APPLICATION PROCESS:
1. Warner Brook, LLC – Purcellville Road.
 Application submitted requesting annexation of two parcels (PIN#s 487-388931 and 487-28-1679) totaling 131.29 acres located at 17100 Purcellville
Road just north of the Route 7 Bypass.
 Departments are reviewing the application.
 Waiting on applicant to provide a fiscal impact analysis.
 Applicant requested postponement of report review by Council.
2. Virginia Regional Transit – SUP application for commuter parking lot.
 Text Amendment approved for commuter parking in the CM1 district.
 Waiting on applicant to apply for SUP.
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3.

Special Use Permit application submitted on 8/12/16. Under review.
Planning Commission public hearing on this application is scheduled for
2/16/17.
Public hearing was held by Planning Commission. Application will be on the
3/16/17 PC agenda for further review.
On 3/16/17, Planning Commission recommended to Town Council approval
with conditions.
Town Council returned application to Planning Commission for further
review following public hearing.
Applicant resubmitted plan on 5/12/17. UR
TCPH for SUP on 9/7/17. PC voted to recommend that the TC approve the
application with conditions.
PH for SUP on TC Agenda 10/10/17.

O’Toole Property - (37935 Colonial Highway)
 Rezoning and Comprehensive Plan Amendment submitted.
 Comments sent to applicant – waiting for resubmission
 Resubmission received 7/5/16 that included revised Statement of Justification,
Response to review comments, Proffer Statement, Economic and Fiscal
Impact of Commercial Use of the Property, Proposed Design Guidelines, and
Traffic Impact Analysis.
 Documents distributed for review.
 Review comments sent to applicant.
 CPA, RZ, and SUP resubmission received 7/30/2017 that included revised
Statement of Justification, Response to review comments, Proffer Statement,
Economic and Fiscal Impact of Commercial Use of the Property, Conceptual
Building Elevations and Materials, Water and Sanitary Demand Estimate,
Crosswalk Evaluation Memo, and Site Plans.
 Documents distributed for review on 8/05/2017.

4. Purcellville Children’s Academy – 120 Ken Culbert Lane
 BAR will review on 8/16/16 the design of a new commercial building
proposed on the east side of Ken Culbert Lane.
 Applicant is to resubmit for further review.
 Pre-application meeting held on 10/3/16 to discuss a proposed child daycare
facility.
 Purcellville Children’s Academy submitted a site plan on 1/11/17 for the
construction of a new building.
 Site Plan was sent out for review on 1/19/17.
 Site Plan resubmitted on 4/10/17. UR
 Right of Way Dedication submitted on 4/10/17. UR
 Easements deed and plat re-submitted, approved and recorded.
 Under Construction.
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5. Valley Storage - Mini Warehouse Climate Controlled Storage Facility - Lot 6F,
Valley Industrial Park, 37231 Richardson Lane
 Submitted incomplete plans on 11/5/15 so plans were not accepted. Applicant
was notified of deficiencies
 Site plan resubmitted and fees received on 4/10/17
 Plans sent to review agencies on 4/10/17.
 Comments have been sent to applicants 5/31/17
 On 12/13/2016, Town Council voted that an assumption of 90% impervious
coverage on the lots draining to this lot is an unacceptable risk to the Town
and 100% impervious coverage should be assumed.
 Waiting on applicant to resubmit.
 Building will be on the 3/21/17 BAR agenda.
 Pre-application discussion at 3/21/17 BAR meeting. Applicant will resubmit.
 Site Plan resubmitted on 3/30/17. UR
6. Matuszko Farms, LLC/McKim – Lot 4, Mayfair Industrial Park
 Site Plan submitted 3/3/17. New Construction. UR
7.

Truck’n America – Lot 3, Mayfair Industrial Park
 New Construction Site Plan submitted 9/5/17.
 Documents distributed for review 9/8/17.
 CDA approved 10/10/17.

8.

Old Dominion Self Storage – Lots 5 & 6, Mayfair Industrial Park
 New Construction Pre-Submission Site Plan submitted 8/21/2017.
 Documents distributed for review 8/21/2017.
 CDA approved 10/10/17.

9.

Blue Ridge Vets – Lot 10 Mayfair Industrial Park
 SUP submitted 4/4/2017
 PH on PC Agenda 9/21/17.
 PH on TC Agenda 10/24/17.
 Approved

Other Projects and their status:
1. Mayfair Residential – Purcellville Road/Route 611.
 Brookfield has applied for 135 zoning permits and paid for 135 water and
sewer availabilities as of 6/30/17.
2. Morgan Meadows (formerly Beauma Meadows) – N Hall Avenue.
 Preliminary Subdivision Plat approved on 8/24/16.
 Boundary Line Adjustment submitted. Waiting on fee.
 Boundary Line Adjustment approved.
 Reviewing construction plans for final subdivision.
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3. Ball Property Development/Subdivision – 32nd Street
 Construction Plans & Profiles submitted on 3/21/17
 Additional fees submitted on 4/10/17
 Completeness review completed.
 Construction Plans are currently UR
 Received record plat on 11/16/17- under review
4.

Village Case
 Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Proffered Condition Amendment
submitted on 8/2/16. The request is to amend the development of the “village
center” undeveloped lot to construct 7 new single family residential units and
to amend the development of an undeveloped church lot to construct 17 new
single family residential units.
 Applications have been sent out to review agencies.
 Waiting on applicant to resubmit.
 CPA and PCA resubmitted 8/24/17.
 Documents distributed for review 8/24/17.

PROJECTS ON HOLD:
None

NEW HOME OCCUPATIONS & NEW BUSINESSES
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Chart I: New Businesses and Home Occupations

2017 Year-to-Date and Current Month Permits Summary:
2017 Year to Date
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Month of December

Total

Total

Commercial/Industrial
(does not include temporary)

27

1

Home-Based businesses

26

1

2017 Year to Date
Total

Month of December
Total

Permits Issued
Zoning Permits (general permits)
Occupancy Permits (not temporary)
Temporary Occupancy Permits
Sign Permits – Temporary
Sign Permits – Permanent
Sign Waivers
Zoning Determination Letters
Zoning Clearance Letters

337
143
5
36
67
7
1
3

2017 Year to Date
Total
Requests
Special Use Permits
BAR – Certificates of Design
BAR – Pre-application discussions
Variances
Annexations
Rezoning
Comprehensive Plan Amend.
Proffered Condition Amendment
Boundary Line Adjustments
Lot Consolidations
Site Plans
Site Plan Amendments/Revisions
Minor Site Plans
Special Exceptions
Construction Plans
Construction Plan Amendments

2
11
2

1

2
5
1

1

41

14
20
1
0
3
0
1

Month of December
Total

Preliminary Subdivision Plats
Minor Subdivision Plats
Preliminary Subdivision Plat Revisions
Commission Permits
Easement Plats
Record Plats
Grading Plans
Zoning Ordinance Amend. Request
County Referrals

3

Complaints/Violations for the month of December, 2017
Lawn Complaints (Tall Grass)
Code Violation Warnings
Formal Notices of Violation issued
Illegal signs confiscated in the Town’s right of way
Unresolved violations
Resident Complaints (not tall grass)

0
20
0

CODE VIOLATIONS
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Chart II: Code and Sign Violations
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Illegal Signs
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Chart III: Trends for Zoning Permits, Occupancy Permits and Jobs

Departmental Initiatives.
Working on amendment to budget and scope of work to complete Comprehensive Plan Update
through adoption. Consultant is working on edits to create “Base Draft” Plan, due by 11/9.
“Base Draft” Plan to include:
• Updated Enhancement Area sections with numbered target areas on the maps and the
existing conditions, what the public said they wanted there (the dot distribution input),
the general recommendations, and then the special numbered area recommendations.
• Addressing green space, open space and green infrastructure in the General
Development Recommendations.
• A detailed plan amendment process with a chart to explain how someone might apply
for and how the town would consider an amendment to the plan.
Seeking Town Council review and comment on the “Base Draft” as soon as possible after
11/9 (preferably prior to Thanksgiving). Staff and consultant developing a “Change
Matrix” to track agency, public, and Town Council comments and if/how Planning
Commission decides they will be incorporated into the Plan. Additional scope and
schedule detail is forthcoming.
For further information see www.planpurcellville.com .
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The Economic Development Advisory Committee has completed a strategic tourism plan. The
committee has initiated action items to begin implementing the plan. The initiatives are:
preparing an events calendar for the Town, utilizing the Gazebo on 21st Street as an information
kiosk, and helping with the production of a marketing video for the Town website. Work
continues on these initiatives. EDAC continues its support of arts projects around town. In
addition the committee has reviewed, at Council’s request, The RSR Gateway Annexation
request, the Shop Local Program, business surveys, business vacancies and the Special Events
Ordinance and other economic initiatives that the Town might consider.
The EDAC committee meets the first Tuesday of every month at 7 p.m. in Town Hall and
welcomes public input and participation.
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Commercial Vacancies 2017

C

C

O

O

O-C

Catoctin Corner
Center Wolf Road
Purcellville VA

1

Purcellville Gateway
105 Purcellville
Gateway

0

Pickwick Drive
Office Area
Western side
17341 Pickwick
Drive

2

Pickwick Drive
Office Area eastern
side 17336
Pickwick Drive

1021 East Main
Street Dr. Tari
Office

10/1/18

Specific Location

7/7/18

Area Location
Main Street
East of Maple

4/1/18

Type
of
Unit

1/1/18

Units vacant

Coments

Owner

Leasing Agent

New Shopping Center. Two
tenants opened to date, expect 2 Willian B Holtzman PO
more to open soon. One space Box 8 Mt. Jackson, VA
out of 6 is vacant.
540-477-3131
Same
IJ Canns has vacated their space.
MOD pizza and Everest Learning
Center have moved into the
vacant space
Office Space. These are town
house style condos that are for
sale or lease. Probably most
attractive as health care rental
offices. Not particularly suited
for retail.

Echo Development
Drew Gorman
240-497-0523

Echo Development
Jessica office
invoices@echorealty.co
m 240-497-0526

12 Condominiums
individually owned

Jacque Hansbrough
703-861-1451

ELKINS PICKWICK
DRIVE LLC William J
Reap Company PO
Box 2503 Springfield
VA

Bill Reap
703-892-4966
williamjreap@verizon.n
et

2

This is all medical office space

1

Dr Kianoush Tari- Cindy
Dr Kianoush Tari 1021 Office Manager 1021
East main St Purcellville
This is second floor office space East main St
vacated by real estate company. Purcellville VA
VA
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2

Giant Shopping Center. Includes
Capital One vacant bank
building. Bldg is owned by
shopping center. Still paying
rent so technically not vacant.
There has been some interest in
the Blockbuster units.

Red Oak Plaza Good
Year Tire and
commercial. Bldg in
rear. 850 E Main
Street

1

Space inback of the Tire
dealership. The building in back
Red Oak Place LLC
of the tire company does not
PO Box 22 Lincoln,
have good visibility and is best
suited for service type business. VA

Old Theater Bldg
860 Main St

1

Second Floor space

C
Main Street Village
100 East Main
Street

C

C&O

Mark Fontaine
Main Street Station
571-765-4412
LLC 1 South Street
540-338-5333
Suite 2800 Baltimore, mfontaine@renaudcons
MD 21202
ulting.net

Baller Real Estate
703-771-1162

Tasos Vatikiotis
202-297-6424

Same

Reuben Bajaj
240-223-4814 White
Star Investments
6701 Democracy blvd
#24 Bethesda, MD

Kelly Pedrosa
240-223-4840
kpedrosa@whitestarinv
estments.com

Maple and
Main Area East
of 16th Street

C
Shoppes at Main
and Maple 711 E
Main Street

C

Maple Avenue
Shoppes 101 S
Maple Ave

7

1

George Calomiris
LP Title LLC MGP
202-457-1200
Properties
LLC
1112
George@colomiris.com
Subway Center A difficult space.
Visibility problems are probably 16th Street NW Suite Vaaler Real Estate 703keeping it from being rented.
900 Washington, DC 771-1162
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C

Purcellville Shoping
Center 609 E Main
Street

5

Shop & Save Plaza

Purcellville Plaza
Maple Ave

3

3 commercial

1

There have been some inquiries
about this space. Lends it self to Country Group LLC
a health care use since it is next 20153 Black Dianmond
to a doctor's office.
Pl Ashburn VA

Irfan Idrees
540-338-0032
571-426-3913
iidress@yahoo.com

0

Mike Dowling PO
4 units in two buildings. Eastern Box 2458 Purcellville
building will soon be vacant
VA 20134

Same as owner

C&O

O
Dr Idres Bldg
200 N Maple Ave
Everyday Elegance
bldgs 600 E Main
Street

C

Bob Brunner
Purcellville Shopping 703-578-4000
Center LLC 6031
jbcrc578@gmail.com
Leesburg Pike Baileys Renaud Consulting 571Xrds, VA
765-4412
Bob Brunner
703-578-4000
Purcellville Plaza 6031 jbcrc578@gmail.com
Leesburg Pike Baileys Renaud Consulting 571Xrds, VA
765-4412

Main St Area
16th to 21st
Street
O

O

Office bldg Next to
Library 300 E Main
Street

0

Office bldg next to
antique shops 200
E Main Street

6

O&C
Antiques bldg 142
E Main Street

0

Thelma Altizer PO Box
No Vacancies
901 Purcellville VA
Currently building is just for sale PM Moonshine LLC
not lease. Has 6 office spaces in PO Box 1092 Great
building.
Falls VA
These units can be broken into Judith Lohmann
more or fewer units will have to Trustee 330 Pitman
wait and see.
Ave Pitman NJ
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Ann Ray
540-338-7744
Paul McMahon
540-687-5588
David Lohmann
540-338-9118
info@abernethyspencer
.com
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C

Old Town Hall
(Marketplace) 130
E Main Street

0

O
109 E Main Street

1

New Tenant. New home of
Dragonhop Brewery.

M&T Property
Holdings LLC PO
Box1210 Purcellville
VA

2nd floor office space Above
Celtic Shop. Not being actively
marketed.

Jane Trenary Trenary
Investments 43201
Whisperwood Ter
Ashburn, VA

Emily Coryall
emily.dragonhops.com
443-928-1500

Downtown 21st
St and 23rd St

Chapman Group LLC
151 N Hatcher Ave
Purcellville VA

C
146 21st Street

1

O&C

C

C&O

O+I

198 21st Street

1

Space underneath Magnolia's
accessed from O Street.

Bike Shop Bldg 201
N 23rd Street

2

Bike shop is closed

Dental Arts Bldg
101 E Main Street

0

These are second floor offices

JB Properties 210
N 21st Street

1

Western Loudoun
Development LLC
36286 Osburn Rd
Purcellville VA
Brook Middleton
540-364-8062
dbmcpa@aol.com

John Chapman
540-338-1319

Vaaler Real Estate
703-771-1162

Same

Judith Lohmann 3897 Siles Redd
Tusico Pl Fairfax VA 540-550-2010
Jacque Hansbrough
JB Properties Inc 210 N 703-861-1451
Large industrial building in back 21st Street Purcellville Jacque@landmarkgroup
of train station. C-4 Zoning.
VA
va.com

Hatcher and
South 20th St
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0

There is a mix of residential and Mitch Pilchuk 102
office on this street. Because of Evergreen Street
this the vacancies could change. Sterling VA

3

This is the old fire house bldg
that is under renovation.
Potentially 3 uses on 3 floors.
Building is for sale.

Select Property Mgmt
LLC 36255
Snickersville Tpk
Will Durhing
Purcellville VA
540-687-7019

Earl and Linda Cline
788 E Boiling Spring
Road Southport NC

O
`

C&O

140 Hatcher

128-130 S 20th
Steet

Vaaler Real Estate
703-771-1162

Main Street
from21st to
Orchard
O

Wasserman Bldg
170 W Main Street

2

Office Space

Rust Property

1

Previous temporary site for So
States. Now vacant.

Main St Corridor
West Schonder Bldg
701 W Main Street

0

Richardson Lane

0

Dorothy Hall
Sherry Wilson RE
540-338-6300

Main St west to
Country Club
C

C

Tom Rust 703-554-5349
Robert Schonder PO Robert Schonder
Box 69 Purcellville VA 703-209-7828

Richardson
Lane Area
Industrial Park
I

Mayfair Industrial
Sheperdstown
Court

I

6

These are the new Mayfair
industrial sites 6 out of 12 sold
to date.

Hirst Road
Corridor
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Brookfield

Clint Chapman
571246-2105
Clint.chapman@nndeve
lopment.com
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O

Inova Bldg 205
Hirst Road

1

Lowers Risk Group has taken
most of the spaces.

117 Bailey Lane

3

1000 Sq feet available. Office
only.

417 Browning Court

0

No Vacancies

Hirst Road

0

No Vacancies

Hirst Road VL

1

Hirst Road & Maple
Ave VL

1

Chapman Brothers LLC
John Chapman
4-5 acres of vacant developable 151 N Hatcher Ave
land Zoned C1
Purcellville VA
540-338-1319
Linda Erbs
20 acres of vacant developable Marlys Rixey 6401
land Zoned CM1
Little Leigh CT

I&O
I&O
I&O

Total Vacancies
Commercial
Vacancies
Industrial
Vacancies
Office
Vacancies
Business units
Vacancies
Percent Vacant

Valley Medical Ctr LLC
151 Hatcher Ave
John Chapman
Purcellville VA
540-338-1319
Bailey Lane LLC
34890 Benjamin Ct
Round Hill VA
Lyn 703-929-7752

57

24
7
26
475
57
12.0%
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Business units do not include out of Town contractors or home occupations.

Commercial, Industrial and Office Vacancies
The above counts are based on units available, not square footage. The CD department
does not have the capability or the manpower to provide numbers for leasable square feet,
nor are we able to track all businesses. Rather than speculate on how many units can fit in
a building this survey counted units as they are being utilized today and not based on how
many units could be rented if the units were subdivided. As an example, the old Capital
One building could be split into a number of smaller units. These business unit numbers
can be expected to change even on a daily basis as this is only a snapshot of vacancies as of
the date of the survey. The research was informal and was conducted by Community
Development utilizing a windshield survey and information from real estate brokers. The
survey provides what appear to be vacancies in the various commercial/industrial districts.
Please keep in mind that a survey of this type can often miss a few units resulting in some
units that will go uncounted, this is especially true for second floor office space that is not
advertised. Despite the potential for missing units I believe it is still valid as a barometer of
the health of the business community in Purcellville. The purpose is to provide trends. This
type of survey can be an invaluable tool that highlights growth or decline on a quarterly
basis. By keying in on vacancies as opposed to occupancies it is easier to maintain a record
of growth and decline rather than trying to keep tract of every single business.
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basis. By keying in on vacancies as opposed to occupancies it is easier to maintain a record
of growth and decline rather than trying to keep tract of every single business.
The Town has approximately 800-900 business units with 250- 300 or so being out of town
contractors that do business in town and 100 to 120 being home occupations (we don’t
have the capability to track home businesses with our present financial software system,
therefore this is a guesstimate.) Source: Purcellville Finance Department
This table is updated on a quarterly basis.
Patrick Sullivan, AICP CED, Director
Community Development Department
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #11a
SUBJECT:

Right of First Refusal ‐ Bridge Property ‐ 118 East Main Street

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Hooper McCann, Director of Administration
Hank Day, Interim Town Attorney

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Over the years, the Town successfully secured several right of first refusals on key properties
throughout Town with the intention of providing for potential expansion of Town facilities.
One of which was for the parcel adjacent to the previous Town Hall at 130 East Main Street.
On April 10, 2001, Town Council voted unanimously to enter into a right of first refusal
agreement for the property located at 118 East Main Street. In 2011, the Town Hall was
moved to the current location at 221 South Nursery Avenue and subsequently, in 2012, the
Town of Purcellville sold the property at 130 East Main Street.
On January 12, 2018, I received a letter from Mr. Eric Zimmerman, Esquire regarding the
Bridge’s intent to sell the property located at 118 East Main Street. At this time, the Town
has the opportunity to exercise the option to express interest in purchase of the property or
to release the Right of First Refusal. As the Town no longer owns the parcel adjacent to 118
East Main Street, it is staff’s recommendation to release the Right of First Refusal on this
property.

ISSUES:
In accordance with the original agreement, the Town has fourteen (14) days from the date
of notice to provide a response regarding intent to purchase. If notice is not provided within
this period, the Right of First Refusal shall be waived and released in full, although a formal
recordable document must be executed providing evidence of this waiver.
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BUDGET IMPACT:
The purchase of this property would have a significant budget impact. According to the
letter, the current assessed value of the property is $1,100,000. The formal release of the
right of first refusal would have no budget impact.

MOTION(S):
“I move that the Town Council adopt Resolution #18‐01‐03 to formally release the Right of
First Refusal, executed September 13, 2001 for the Bridge property located at 118 East Main
Street, Purcellville.”
Or
“I move that the Town Council direct staff to take the necessary steps to make a formal offer
to purchase the property located at 118 East Main Street, Purcellville.”
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Letter dated January 11, 2018 from Eric Zimmerman, Esquire and copy of Right of
First Refusal for Bridge Property
2. Resolution #18‐01‐03
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ATTACHMENT 2
Mayor
Kwasi A. Fraser
Council
Chris Bledsoe
Ryan J. Cool
Theodore Greenly
Karen Jimmerson
Douglass J. McCollum
Nedim Ogelman

221 S. Nursery Avenue
Purcellville, VA 20132
(540) 338‐7421
Fax: (540) 338‐6205
www.purcellvilleva.gov

TOWN OF PURCELLVILLE
IN
LOUDOUN COUNTY, VIRGINIA

RESOLUTION NO. 18-01-03

A RESOLUTION:

PRESENTED:
ADOPTED:

January 23, 2018
_______________

AUTHORIZING THE RELEASE OF RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL,
DATED SEPTEMBER 13, 2001 BY AND BETWEEN STEPHEN
MICHAEL BRIDGE AND KRISTINE ANN BRIDGE AND THE
TOWN OF PURCELLVILLE FOR THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT
118 EAST MAIN STREET

WHEREAS, at a regularly scheduled meeting on April 10, 2001, the Purcellville Town
Council voted unanimously to enter into a RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL for a certain parcel of
real property located at 118 East Main Street, in the Town of Purcellville, Loudoun County,
Virginia (“Property”) containing approximately 15,228 square feet of land and further identified
as PIN 488-37-8016; and
WHEREAS, Stephen Michael Bridge and Kristine Ann Bridge (“Owner”), and the Town
of Purcellville, Virginia (“Town”) entered into a RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL as to the Property,
dated September 13, 2001 and recorded September 21, 2001 as Deed Book 2006 at Page 2006
among the land records of Loudoun County, Virginia.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Town Council of the Town of
Purcellville, Virginia finds it to be in the Town’s best interest to release the Owner and Property
as to the terms, conditions, stipulations and requirements stipulated in said RIGHT OF FIRST
REFUSAL dated September 13, 2001 and recorded September 21, 2001 as Deed Book 2006 at
Page 2006 among the land records of Loudoun County, Virginia; and
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A RESOLUTION:

AUTHORIZING THE RELEASE OF RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL, DATED SEPTEMBER 13, 2001 BY
AND BETWEEN STEPHEN MICHAEL BRIDGE AND KRISTINE ANN BRIDGE AND THE TOWN
OF PURCELLVILLE FOR THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 118 EAST MAIN STREET

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Town Council of the Town of Purcellville,
Virginia hereby authorizes its Interim Town Manager to sign a RELEASE OF RIGHT OF FIRST
REFUSAL on behalf of the Town Council and the Town.
PASSED THIS ___ DAY OF JANUARY, 2018.
___________________________
Kwasi A. Fraser, Mayor
Town of Purcellville

ATTEST:

__________________________
Diana Hays, Town Clerk
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #11b
SUBJECT:

Water Tower Renovation and Preventative Maintenance

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dale E. Lehnig, PE, CFM, Interim Public Works Director

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
An inspection report in 2012 recommended that the interior and exterior of the water tank
located near Loudoun Valley High School be renovated within one (1) to three (3) years. The
Town, after soliciting proposals, executed a Council approved contract in October 2016 for
the renovation and painting of the water tank and continued maintenance services. The cost
includes renovation and painting of the interior and exterior of the Tower, as well as the
installation of an antenna corral. The maintenance services include cleanout and inspection
services, emergency services and repairs.
In the approved Town FY2018 budget, the first year this item was budgeted, the capital
budget for the Water Tower Renovation was requested and approved at $300,000. The RFP
that was submitted proposed payment of the water tower renovation over 3 years, to include
maintenance services.
The signed Contract provides for payments of $171,173 for the first three (3) years of the
Contract, with annual fees beginning in year four (4) of $9,061 and increasing over the next
six (6) years for routine inspection and maintenance services. Alternatively, if the work is
completed as a lump sum cost, the total cost of the renovation is $507,081 resulting in a
budgeted shortfall of $207,081. An estimated $104,953 of this cost may be reimbursed to the
Town from the cell carriers that currently lease space on the tower; if so, the total cost to the
Town is reduced to $402,128 and the budget deficit for the renovation and painting is
decreased to $102,128.
Staff recommends that the Town Council direct staff to add the additional funding necessary
to the mid‐year budget amendment.
BACKGROUND:
The elevated water storage tank at 311 N. Maple Avenue near Loudoun Valley High School is
one of the Town’s most important assets. It was constructed and placed into service in 1986.
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Properly maintained water storage tanks may have a useful life of 75 to 100 years. The tank
provides 200,000 gallons of storage to meet the demands of the community, and allows the
Town to comply with regulatory storage requirements issued by the Virginia Department of
Health. The tank also is a source of revenue to the Town through lease agreements with cell
phone carriers. Since the water tower was placed into service, it has been painted in its
entirety only once, whereas ‘best practices’ maintenance as proposed in the contract above
is recommended at ten (10) to fifteen (15) year intervals by industry professionals
dependent upon the characteristics of the water stored.
In 2012, Town Staff procured a contractor to wash out the interior bowl of the storage tank.
Cleaning the interior of the tank is recommended every 3‐5 years to remove buildup of
sediment. The Contractor, Utility Service, also provided an inspection report of the tank,
both of the interior and exterior. The report noted that the tank at that time was generally
in good condition. However, based on the condition of the coatings and the thickness of the
existing coating system in 2012, it was recommended that the renovation to the exterior and
interior coating occurs within one (1) to three (3) years.
As a result of the inspection report, Town Staff recommended that the Town Council
authorize the Town Manager to negotiate and execute a Contract with Utility Service Group
to paint the elevated tank. On January 12, 2016, Town Council authorized $300,000 for the
Town Manager to do so. Due to procurement concerns, in May 2016 the Town requested
proposals (RFP #WTP‐2016‐02) from qualified firms to renovate and provide preventative
maintenance for the water storage tank. Proposals were due on June 10, 2016. In October
2016, a Contract Agreement was signed by the Town and Utility Service Co., Inc. for the work
described in the proposal. A Notice of Award was issued on November 15, 2016 to Utility
Service Company, Inc.
On October 31, 2017, letters were sent to the lease holders (cell carriers Cellco, Sprint, and
T‐Mobile) notifying them of the Town’s plan to begin painting the water tower on or after
May 15, 2018, and that their equipment would need to be temporarily removed (in
accordance with the lease agreements).
Town Staff met with Utility Services on November 30, 2017, in order to get an update on the
status of the tank renovation and painting. Utility Service representatives, stated that they
would honor the cost as quoted in the proposal submitted in 2016 and the subsequent
award. The proposal had provided an option to spread the costs of the renovation over
several years, and also provided a preventative maintenance program for 10 years
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thereafter. The terms of the contract and proposal provides for a means to spread the cost
of the work over several years as follows:
 Maintenance program service spread & work schedule. Year 1, 2 & 3:
$171,173.00. Years 4‐10: beginning cost $9,061 and gradually increasing to
$11,164 in Year 10. This provides for washout inspection and emergency services
every 3 years, and visual inspection and emergency services the other years of the
contract.
It is important to note that this Service Contract includes painting as needed; the Town will
not have another project cost of over $500,000 under this contract.
Given the constraints of the $300,000 budgeted for the tank renovation, Staff asked Utility
Service, Inc. to provide the total cost for the renovation as a lump sum. Utility Services has
stated that the costs for upfront renovation is:
 Upfront renovation costs, full balance due at the completion of the work.
$367,144 (renovation) + $139,937 (antenna corral). Maintenance costs
beginning in Year 2 $9,061.00.
A corral and antenna retrofit is recommended that will allow for future renovations to
occur without disruption to the carriers operations as well as municipal antenna. The corral
allows for safe roof access and rigging points for all carrier projects, as well as a better
aesthetic appeal. It is believed that the Town could seek reimbursement from the carriers
for the ¾ of cost of the corral ($104,953); the Town’s portion of the corral cost being $34,984.
The total project cost before reimbursement is $507,081; after the anticipated carrier
reimbursement to the Town, the cost is $402,128.
In order to perform the proposed renovation, the tower will need to be out of service for up
to eight (8) weeks. The maintenance program is offered to the Town at a first year rate of
$9,061, with slight increases in the following years. The maintenance program includes
regular and systematic inspections, repairs, touch up, certain renovation components, and a
number of other services to ensure coating and tank integrity will be scheduled as needed.
This service would need to be budgeted as a part of the Water Plant operations budget.
Recently, Utility Services responded to an emergency call from Town Staff regarding an issue
with the water storage tank. Since they are under Contract with the Town per the contract
that was signed in October 2016, work that would ordinarily cost an estimated $20,000 is
covered as a part of the preventative maintenance part of the contract.
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ISSUES:
The water storage tank is a critical component of the Town’s water system. The 2012
inspection report noted that the exterior coating is beginning to break down and show signs
of failure. Similarly, the interior coating systems are showing signs of coatings failure and
flaking, with areas of blistering and corrosion evident. The report notes that the interior
should be renovated to prevent further steel loss and pinhole leaks. The inspection report
was completed in 2012, nearly six (6) years ago. The interior renovation work was
recommended to be to be completed within one (1) year; the exterior within three (3) years.
A recent issue with the water tower demonstrates the value of having an emergency on‐call
service under contract. As the tank ages, it is critical to maintain such a valuable component
of the Town’s infrastructure to prolong its useful life.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The FY2018 budget allocates $300,000 for the water tower renovation. The impact to the
budget with the Maintenance Program Service Spread is as follows:
Year 1: $171,173
Year 2: $171,173
Year 3: $171, 173
Years 4 – 10: beginning $9,061, and increasing over the years to a maximum of $11,164.
OR, with upfront renovation costs:
Exterior and interior paint, repairs and antenna corral $507,081
Maintenance base fee beginning Year 2 $11,073.
MOTION(S):
“I move that the Town Council authorize Staff and the Town Manager to move forward with
the Contract under the terms of the Maintenance Program Service Spread. With $300,000
already in the Town’s CIP, budgeting for the following years is in the CIP is: FY2019
$128,827, FY2020 $171,173. The preventative maintenance program budget, under the
Water Department operating expenses would begin as $9,061 in Year 4 of the contract and
increase through the next six fiscal years as shown in the response to RFP #WTP‐2016‐02.”
OR
“I move that the Town Council authorize Staff and the Town Manager to move forward with
requesting an additional $207,081 to the Water Tank Renovation Capital Project, for a total
appropriation of $507,081. The additional appropriation will be presented to the Town
Council for their approval as a part of the mid‐year budget amendment in February 2018.
The preventative maintenance program budget, under the Water Department operating
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expenses would begin as $9,061 in Year 2 of the contract and increase through the next six
fiscal years.
ATTACHMENT(S):
None
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Item #11c
SUBJECT:

Replacement Membranes at the Basham Simms Water
Reclamation Facility

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dale E. Lehnig, PE, CFM, Interim Public Works Director

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the membrane modules at the Basham Simms Water Reclamation
Facility (BSWRF) be replaced every eight (8) to ten (10) years. In order to gain the benefit
of a guaranteed (and reduced pricing from today’s costs) cost of the modules, GE Water
(SUEZ) requires a down payment of $198,880 by March 1, 2018 in accordance with a
previously executed contract . Staff has proposed a budget amendment for this amount, with
appropriations over the next four (4) fiscal years to ensure that the full amount is available
when the modules need to be replaced (FY22 anticipated). Staff recommends approval of
the budget amendment for the down payment, with appropriations as noted over the next
four fiscal years’ budgets.
BACKGROUND:
The Basham Simms Water Reclamation Facility was upgraded and expanded to include a
membrane bioreactor (MBR) system. Bids for the work were received in December 2007,
and the final payment request from the Contractor was made in August 2010. The bid
contract guaranteed a base price of replacement for the membrane modules for 10 years
(from the bid date) subject to adjustment for inflation or a maximum equivalent price per
gallon of treatment capacity in the event that the module technology changes such that the
same amount of feed water can be treated with fewer modules. This guaranteed price was
through GE Water (now SUEZ).
The modules were estimated to have a useful life of 10 years; however, a combination of
staff’s proactive cleaning and maintenance of the modules is helping to extend their life. The
base price of modules in 2007 was $811 per module; the adjusted membrane cost for this
proposal is $1,035 per module. If the Town would purchase the modules at today’s costs,
each module would be $1,840. For 528 modules, this represents a savings of $425,040 less
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than the cost of purchasing the modules at today’s price. In order to secure the pricing of
the modules, , the Town of Purcellville must submit a Purchase Order to SUEZ (GE Water) no
later than March 1, 2018 with a down payment of 30% of the guaranteed pricing ($662,960)
or $198,880. The membrane technology for the “new” membranes is the latest version. The
technology is generally the same although each module has a slightly larger surface area than
the original membranes; fewer modules are needed for the same surface area.
Staff believed that the 10 year guaranteed base price extended from the date that the
membranes were placed into service. Discussions with the GE Water (SUEZ) representative
regarding the LEAP aeration capital project revealed that the guaranteed price was valid
from the December 2017 date of the contract. We requested an extension to allow staff the
time to present this to Town Council for approval; the time was extended to the end of
February 2018. The SUEZ membrane replacement proposal is shown in Attachment #1.
Staff anticipates that the membrane modules will need to be replaced in FY2022. Staff
estimates replacement in FY2022; however, the membranes may need to be replaced earlier
if their efficiency declines. At the estimated time of replacement, the guaranteed contract
indicates a total project cost of $894,000. With $198,880 in the current FY, this means that
for each of the next four (4) fiscal years, an amount of $173,780 will need to be budgeted so
that the anticipated cost of the membranes is appropriated and available at the time the work
is needed. Attachment 1 shows the “guaranteed” price in future years for the membranes.
For each year, the guaranteed price increases by approximately $77,000. In order to have
the funds available to pay the down payment of $198,880, staff suggests a budget
amendment utilizing the funds below for Fiscal Year 2018 (see attachment #2):
Transfer $160,000 from Capital Project 32496120 408520 LEAP Aeration Upgrade to new
Capital Project Replacement Membranes (BSWRF)
Transfer $38,880 from Capital Project 32490000 408010 (East End Pump Station Generator)
to new Capital Project Replacement Membranes (BSWRF)
Town Staff considered other options prior to recommending exercising the option in our
current contract for guaranteed pricing for the membranes. Staff reached out to Loudoun
Water’s Capital Projects (Sarah Lothman), and asked about the options that they were
considering replacement of similar (GE Water) membranes at their plant. Loudoun Water
let Staff know that they were working on an RFP for membranes as a part of a plant
expansion and retrofit. The RFP (which was due December 20, 2017) is for the selection and
engineering for the Broad Run Water Reclamation Facility, and will explore and evaluate new
membrane technologies for the existing basins and validate the proposed membranes
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through pilot testing prior to full‐scale implementation. The RFP does not include the
procurement of goods, services and support activities for the Expansion Project including a
fully functioning MBR system. Only after the pilot testing and selection of a membrane
technology will the procurement for the membranes with the plant expansion occur. The
timing of the procurement for Loudoun Water’s plant expansion is dependent on the
evaluation and pilot testing requested as a part of the RFP. Unfortunately, the timing of
Loudoun Water’s RFP and subsequent IFB is such that the Town needs to make a decision
about “locking‐in” with GE Water’s guaranteed pricing before the Loudoun Water IFB for
their plant expansion will be released and bids received.
As noted previously, the
“guaranteed” cost is estimated to save more than $400,000 over the cost to buy the
membranes at current pricing. Staff verified through consulting engineer CH2MHill that the
GE Water/SUEZ estimated cost for current pricing was not unreasonable, and that $896,900
is a reasonable replacement cost for twelve (12) new membrane cassettes, each populated
with 44 new modules (GE Water’s estimate is $971,520).
ISSUES:
The Operation and Maintenance replacement plan suggests changing out the membranes
every eight (8) to ten (10) years. If the Town chooses not to lock in the pricing that was
guaranteed with the original contract by the end of February 2018, the cost would be an
estimated $425,025 greater and may limit the Town’s ability to meet permit requirements.
BUDGET IMPACT:
For FY2018, funding would be moved from other identified wastewater capital projects
identified in this staff report in order to provide the down payment of $198,880 which would
lock in the lower “guaranteed” price stipulated in the 2007 contract. Recognizing that the
cost to replace the membranes in FY22 is $894,000 and subtracting the down payment
authorized in FY 2018, this means that $173,780 must be appropriated for each of the next
four (4) fiscal years to ensure that funding is available for the membrane replacement.
MOTION(S):
“I move that the Town Council approve the proposed budget amendment, and the membrane
replacement proposal, as presented in this staff report and subject to the review of the
Contract by the Town Attorney.”
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. SUEZ membrane replacement proposal
2. Budget Amendment
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ATTACHMENT 1

membrane replacement proposal
to:

date: January 2, 2018

Town of Purcellville, VA
referred to here as Purcellville or Buyer

no. of pages: 19 including cover

attention: Scott House

email: shouse@purcellvilleva.gov
telephone no.:
cell no.:
fax no.:

1001 S. 20th Street,

plant
Purcellville, VA 20132
address:
USA

email: matthew.stapleford@suez.com
telephone no.: 905 465 3030 x3454
cell no.: 905 334 4035

Matt Stapleford

from: regional lifecycle manager
northeast USA

cc:
membrane replacement (full plant): 528 x ZW500D

subject: 370ft² modules

proposal no.: 180248-1
original project no.: 500381

Please provide corrections if inaccurate

plant Basham Simms Wastewater Facility, municipal sanitary wastewater treatment. 4 trains, 3 x
data: 48/48M cassettes per train, ZW500D 340ft² modules. Substantial completion date: July 10,
2009
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SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions
As of October 2, 2017, we are pleased to announce that GE’s former Water & Process Technologies business has officially become
a part of SUEZ. A new Business Unit called Water Technologies & Solutions has been created within SUEZ, combining its industrial
water offering with GE’s Water business.
With the creation of SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions, you will see no change to the substance of your existing
contract(s). While the name of the business will change to SUEZ, the underlying legal entity and associated tax ID # will remain.

proposal provisos
This proposal has been issued based on the information provided by the customer and on information currently available to SUEZ
Water Technologies & Solutions at the time of proposal issuance. Any changes or discrepancies in site conditions, including but not
limited to changes in system influent water characteristics, changes in environmental health and safety (EH&S) conditions, changes
in the reissued state/provincial disposal system permit, changes in buyer financial standing, buyer requirements, or any other
relevant change or discrepancy in the factual basis upon which this proposal was created may lead to changes in the offering,
including but not limited to changes in pricing, guarantees, quoted specifications, or terms and conditions.

confidential and proprietary information
The enclosed materials are considered proprietary property of SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions (SUEZ). No assignments,
either implied or expressed, of intellectual property rights, data, know how, trade secrets or licenses of use thereof are given. All
information is provided exclusively to the addressee and agents of the addressee for the purposes of evaluation and is not to be
reproduced or divulged to other parties, nor used for manufacture or other means, without the express written consent of SUEZ. The
acceptance of this document will be construed as an acceptance of the foregoing.

trademarks
The following are trademarks of SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions and may be registered in one or more countries:
+100, ABMet, Absolute.Z, Absolute.Za, AccuSensor, AccuTrak, AccuTrak PLUS, ActNow, Acufeed, ALGAECAP, AmmCycle, Apogee,
APPLICATIONS ATLAS, AquaFloc, AquaMax, Aquamite, Aquaplex, AquaSel, Aquatrex, Argo Analyzer, AutoSDI, BENCHMARK, Betz,
BetzDearborn, BEV Rite, BioHealth, BioMate, BioPlus, BIOSCAN, Bio-Trol, Butaclean, Certified Plus, CheckPoint, ChemFeed,
ChemSensor, ChemSure, CHEX, CleanBlade, CLOROMAT, CoalPlus, COMP-METER, COMP-RATE, COMS (Crude Overhead
Monitoring System), Continuum, CopperTrol, CorrShield, CorTrol, Custom Clean, Custom Flo, Cyto3, DataGuard, DataPlus, DataPro,
De:Odor, DELTAFLOW, DEOX, DeposiTrol, Desal, Dianodic, Dimetallic, Dispatch Restore, Durasan, DuraSlick, Durasolv, Duratherm,
DusTreat, E-Cell, E-Cellerator, ELECTROMAT, Embreak, EndCor, EXACT, FACT-FINDER, Feedwater First, Ferrameen, Ferroquest,
FilterMate, Fleet View, FloGard, Flotrex, Flotronics, FoamTrol, FoodPro, Fore4Sight, ForeSight, FRONTIER, FS CLEAN FLOW,
FuelSolv, Full-Fit, G.T.M., GenGard, GEWaterSource, Glegg, Heat-Rate Pro, High Flow Z, HPC, HPD Process, HyperSperse, Hypure,
Hytrex, InfoCalc, InfoScan, InfoTrac, InnovOx, InSight, IONICS, IONICS EDR 2020, IPER (Integrated Pump & Energy Recovery),
iService, ISR (Integrated Solutions for Refining), JelCleer, KlarAid, Kleen, LayUp, Leak Trac, Leakwise, LEAPmbr, LEAPprimary,
Learning Source, LOGIX, LoSALT, M-PAK, MACarrier, Mace, Max-Amine, MegaFlo, Membrex, MemChem, Memtrex, MerCURxE,
MetClear, MiniWizard, MK-3, MOBILEFLOW, MobileRO, Modular Pro, ModuleTrac, MonitAll, Monitor, Monitor Plus, Monsal, MP-MBR,
MULTIFLOW, Muni.Z, NEWater, NGC (Next Generation Cassette), Novus, NTBC (Non Thermal Brine Concentrator), OptiGuard,
OptiSperse, OptiTherm, Osmo, Osmo PRO, Osmo Titan, Osmonics, Pacesetter, PaceSetter, Petroflo, Petromeen, pHlimPLUS,
PICOPORE, PlantGuard, PolyFloc, PowerTreat, Predator, PRO E-Cell, Pro Elite, ProCare, Procera, ProChem, Proof Not Promises,
ProPAK, ProShield, ProSolv, ProSweet, Purtrex, QSO (Quality System Optimization), QuickShip, RCC, RE:Sep, Rec-Oil, Recurrent,
RediFeed, ReNEW, Renewell, Return on Environment, RMS (Rackless Modular System), ROSave.Z, SalesEdge, ScaleTrol, SeaPAK,
SeaPRO, SeaSMART, Seasoft, SeaTECH, Selex, Sensicore, Sentinel, Sepa, Sevenbore, Shield, SIDTECH, SIEVERS, SmartScan,
SoliSep, SolSet, Solus, Spec-Aid, Spectrus, SPLASH, Steamate, SteriSafe, Styrex, SUCROSOFT, SUCROTEST, Super Westchar,
SuperStar, TFM (Thin Film Membrane), Therminator, Thermoflo, Titan RO, TLC, Tonkaflo, TraveLab, Trend, TruAir, TrueSense,
TurboFlo, Turboline, Ultrafilic, UsedtoUseful, Vape-Sorber, VeriFeed, VersaFlo, Versamate, VICI (Virtual Intelligent Communication
Interface), V-Star, WasteWizard, WATER FOR THE WORLD, Water Island, Water-Energy Nexus Game, WaterGenie, WaterNODE,
WaterNOW, WaterPOINT, WellPro.Z, XPleat, YieldUp, Z-BOX, Z-MOD, Z-PAK, Z-POD, ZCore, ZeeBlok, ZeeLung, ZeeWeed, ZENON,
and Z.Plex.
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1 introduction
SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions is pleased to present this proposal at the request of
Town of Purcellville, VA for future wastewater membrane replacement pricing for the entire
plant at the Basham Simms Wastewater Facility (WWF).
SUEZ proposes to replace the current 576 x ZW500D 340ft² WW modules with 528 x
ZW500D 370ft² WW modules.
SUEZ is a proven leader in delivering tangible value to our clients over the life of the plant.
Our measure of success is how well we deliver solutions that help our clients meet their
critical business objectives.
Through long-acquired membrane experience, SUEZ has clearly distinguished itself from
other membrane manufacturers. A mature service culture and deep technical expertise are
at the ready to serve and support Purcellville through this next membrane lifecycle.

2 scope – SUEZ
2.1

membrane modules
Supply 528 x ZeeWeed 500D 370ft² wastewater membrane modules, 510 membranes will
be supplied bagged and crated in ZW500D 30M shipping frames with the remaining 18
membranes individually bagged, boxed and crated ready for ocean shipment.

2.2

hardware
Supply associated hardware as follows:

2.3



40 spare #118 EPDM permeate spigot o-rings;



10 spare ZW500D element end cap keys;



24 blank aerators with end caps;



51 blank module header sets.

warranty
ZeeWeed membrane modules are supplied with a base 2-year full replacement Seller’s
warranty against manufacturing defects. For details of the warranty coverage on the
membrane modules supplied, please see section 9.

2.4

delivery


DDP - Delivery will be by standard ocean/ground on the basis of DDP Basham
Simms WWF, Purcellville, VA, USA or other named place of destination; Incoterms
2010. DDP = Delivery Duty Paid. Partial shipments will be acceptable unless
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otherwise specified. Where delivery cannot be accepted at this destination,
Purcellville shall specify an alternate, equivalent destination without delay.
Due to varying origins and availability, non-membrane items included in this
proposal may be shipped separately from the membranes. Should separate
shipments be required, where possible, SUEZ will strive to provide these items on or
before the delivery of the membranes.


origin - Delivery of ZeeWeed membranes originates from the SUEZ Water
Technologies & Solutions, ZENON Membrane Products (ZEM), Bláthy Ottó u 4,
Oroszlány, 2840 Hungary facility.



title & risk - Title and risk of loss or damage to membrane modules, supplied kits
and crating shall pass to Purcellville upon delivery at the named place of
destination.



export documents - All ZeeWeed membrane module shipments into the USA
require clearance documentation from the EPA. SUEZ will prepare and provide the
required EPA documentation to the Carrier.



MPF - Merchandise processing fee is a fee assessed for formal custom entries
based on 0.35% of the invoice value, with a minimum of USD $25 per formal entry
and a maximum of USD $485.



taxes and duty - A US Customs duty of 3.9% applies to all ZeeWeed membranes
shipped individually or in shipping frames; not in operational cassette frames. On
the basis of DDP terms, this duty will be paid by SUEZ within the quoted price. Any
new duty imposed after the date of this proposal is the responsibility of Purcellville.
All applicable Local, State, or Federal taxes are the responsibility of Purcellville.



temperature - UF membranes cannot be allowed to freeze or overheat and may
require temperature-controlled freight and handling according to the season and the
planned routing.



unloading - may require one of or a combination of a loading dock, extended forks
and an experienced fork lift driver at delivery destination. Please consult with SUEZ
at the time of purchase order (PO) preparation on this.
shipping crate Information (estimated)
qty
17
Notes:

description

dimensions

weight

ZW500D 30M shipping frame crate

L=93" x W=37" x H=96"

2,622 lb.

• Only crates for membrane/cassette transport have been shown above to identify the largest and heaviest
items that will need to be unloaded;
• Smaller crates/skids will be used for hardware items (hanger arms, spool connection components, etc.).



availability - Delivery of membrane modules is typically 10 - 20 weeks after receipt
of order. Definitive membrane module availability will be confirmed once a purchase
order is received from Purcellville and acknowledgement of a purchase order is
issued by SUEZ.
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2.5

on-site technical advisory services
Please note that on-site technical advisory assistance for the installation and
commissioning process has not been included in the scope of this proposal. SUEZ strongly
recommends that Purcellville consider having at least one experienced person on site
during the commissioning process. Upon request, SUEZ will provide Purcellville with a
quotation.
SUEZ estimates that it would require 1 Field Service Representative (FSR), 6 x 8hr days on
site to assist with the installation of the replacement membranes with continuous support of
2 or more staff from Purcellville.
Service and travel & living rates are listed in attachment b.

3 ZeeWeed configuration
existing plant configuration

proposed configuration
after replacement

Number of Trains, Plant

4

4

Number of Trains as Configured

4

4

Total Number of Cassettes Frames per Train

3

3

Total Cassette Frames in the Plant

12

12

ZW500D

ZW500D

Module Surface Area, ft²

340

370

Maximum Number of Modules per Cassette

48

48

Installed Number of Modules per Cassette

48

44

Total Module Count, Train

144

132

48,960

48,840

576

528

195,840

195,360

-

<1%

configuration data

Type of ZeeWeed Membrane

Total Surface Area in Operation, ft², Train
Total Module Count, Plant
Total Surface Area in Operation, ft², Plant
Surface Area Decrease from Existing, Plant
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4 price
qty

item

planned
schedule

part no.

future

3111047

unit price

total price

1,840

971,520

528

ZW500D 370 ft² WW module – commercial (list)
price

528

price deduction per module for GMRP pricing

-805

-425,040

528

final ZW500D 370 ft² WW module price (subtotal)

1,035

546,480

18

individual membrane module packaging bag/box/crate

future

112

2,016

1

ZeeWeed cassette hardware per section

future

1

freight & freight insurance DDP plant site, INCO
terms 2010. Includes brokerage at Canada US
border - flat fee, US EPA documentation flat fee,
US MPF fee ~0.3464% - merchandise processing
fee and US customs duty 3.9%

future

3097663

7,505

3095534

106,959

116,480

subtotal

all figures are in USD.
Please make purchase order to ZENON Environmental Corporation.

Total:

662,960

Please note that values are calculated using rounded values. Minor variances may occur.
*All scope related to the LEAPmbr retrofit upgrade (materials, off-site and on-site support), will be
scheduled for the spring of 2018.

pricing beyond conclusion of GMRP

total USD

Price from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018

662,960

Price from January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019

740,000

Price from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020

817,000

Price from January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021

894,000

Price from January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2022

971,000

Price from January 1, 2023 to December 31, 2023

1,048,000

Standard Commercial Price starts January 1, 2024

1,126,740

In order to secure GMRP or non-commercial pricing between January 1, 2018 and Dec 31, 2023,
Purcellville must submit a PO to SUEZ no later than March 1, 2018 with a down payment of 30% of
USD $662,960, or USD $198,880. SUEZ agrees to extend the end date of the GMRP from
December 16 to the final day of the month of February 2018.
On request from Purcellville for membrane delivery, 90% of the balance of payment will be invoiced
on shipment of the membrane modules with the remaining 10% invoiced on completion of
installation.
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alternate invoice schedule – annual payments over 5 years
In order to secure GMRP or non-commercial pricing between January 1, 2018 and Dec 31, 2023,
Purcellville must submit a PO to SUEZ no later than December 31, 2017 with a payment of 20% of
USD $662,960, or USD $132,590. SUEZ agrees to extend the end date of the GMRP from
December 16 to the final day of the month of February 2018.
On the anniversary of the PO submittal, additional payments will be due from Purcellville to SUEZ
in year 2, 3, and 4 of 20% of the contract value each year. The balance of the contract to be paid
on the anniversary in year 5.

contractual basis for membrane replacement price
The base price of replacement ZW-500D 340ft² membrane modules for this project is $811 US per
module.
SUEZ has guaranteed this price for 10 years subject to adjustment for inflation (CPI All Urban
Consumers according to US Bureau of Labor Statistics) or a maximum equivalent price per gallon
of treatment capacity in the event that the module area/permeability etc. changes such that the
same amount of feed water can be treated with fewer modules of the next generation design.
GMRP price escalation - calculation of the CPI begins on December 17, 2007 (Purcellville PO
date) and will expire at the end of business on December 16, 2017.
Membrane replacement prices are quoted FCA, Oakville, Ontario, with packaging, freight, and
taxes extra as the cost of shipping and packaging the membranes to site will depend on the
quantity per shipment. Membrane replacement prices are quoted without taxes
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Adjusted Membranes Replacement Price to Dec 2017
Contractually Guaranteed Membrane Replacement Price USD$

811.00

Initial CPI Value - Dec 2007

210.04

Forecasted CPI Value – Dec 2017

246.30

CPI Factor

17.27%

Surface Area Adjustment Factor (340ft² vs. 370ft²)
Adjusted Membrane Replacement Price for this proposal - USD$

8.82%
1,035.00

This price is subject to further inflation adjustment through to the date of actual shipment
of the replacement modules.

5 scope - Purcellville
5.1

5.2

installation preparation


Receive, off-load, handle and provide temperature controlled storage of the
equipment and materials required.



Membranes must be stored in a sheltered area, protected from freezing, direct
sunlight or extreme heat, and sealed as shipped until ready for use. Storage should
be in a dark, dry, level area at a temperature of 5-30°C (41-86°F). Membranes
should not be stored longer than necessary prior to installation. Customer Short
Name is responsible for risk of loss of Seller’s parts while in storage at the plant.



Inspect, evaluate and make repairs as required for the membrane tanks, mounting
brackets, hoses and all connections.

installation
All tasks required for the onsite installation of the membranes, including removal of existing
modules, installation of new modules and disposal of all materials.

5.3

empty shipping frame preparation
All shipping frames returning to Hungary must be clean and packaged appropriately for
trans-oceanic transport in shipping containers. SUEZ can provide Purcellville offsite
assistance to facilitate the return of shipping frames.
All wooden packaging material used for international shipments must conform to current
phytosanitary standards to reduce the risk of introduction and spread of quarantine pest
species associated with the movement in international trade of wood packaging material
made from raw wood.
All wood packaging material used to transport shipping frames internationally, must comply
with ISPM15 which is the standard for phytosanitary measures and be properly stamped
indicating compliance with the standard. Failure to comply with the standard may lead to
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shipment refusal and subsequent project delays. For detailed information on ISPM15
please visit http://www.ispm15.com.
Whenever possible, save and re-use the wooden skids that the shipping frames arrived on
for return freight purposes

6 solution design notes
6.1

permits
regulatory requirements
Purcellville is responsible to review and report to the permit granting agency on the impact
of any of the proposed changes on the regulatory permit. SUEZ will provide the necessary
manufacturer’s technical support on regulatory issues. Please speak with your regional
lifecycle manager (RLM) if there are any regulatory requirements or concerns.

utilization
SUEZ understands that these modules are required as replacements for currently installed
modules.
These modules are offered on the basis that the membrane modules will not be used to
provide expanded flow beyond the current plant flow rating. SUEZ makes no guarantees,
implied or otherwise as to the performance of these modules in any other capacity than as
replacement membranes.

6.2

maintenance notes for replacement membranes
At the time of any full plant or full train membrane replacement, it is recommended to
evaluate the appropriate timing of repairs or replacement of the following ancillary system
components:


Is it the right time to address any tank coating repairs which may be required?



Are any of the aeration or permeate connection hoses, clamps, camlocks, camlock
seals and couplings due for replacement?

preferential flow
Preferential flows can create a risk of over-fluxing of new modules when they are installed
in the same train with older modules. The mixing of old and new modules in the same
cassette also makes management of slack adjustment more difficult. SUEZ recommends
that Purcellville plan membrane module replacement on a complete cassette and complete
train basis wherever possible to achieve both optimal performance and best value from the
new membrane modules. In this case, by replacing all membrane modules in the plant, this
risk has been neutralized.

membrane slack
SUEZ’s membranes are supplied and shipped with an initial factory fiber slack designed to
optimize membrane air scouring during operation as well as accommodate a degree of
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shrinkage. Membranes shrink in length early in their lifecycle when exposed to higher
temperature water. The pace of shrinkage slows with age. With the installation of new
membranes, the requirements for slack adjustment start a new cycle.
Due to the wide variety of operating environments in which our products can be utilized, it is
difficult to generally predict the rate of shrinkage. If membranes operate in a condition of
insufficient slack for an extended period of time, irreversible damage to the fiber-urethane
bond may occur. Please refer below to the recommended inspection frequencies based on
your plant’s membrane tank operating temperature. Visual inspections should begin during
the membrane installation and be repeated over time on the same cassette. Digital pictures
will allow for comparative analysis of the fiber slack over time.
maximum operating temperature

recommended slack inspection frequency

0-24 °C / 32-76 °F

every 2 years

25-30 °C / 77-86 °F

once per year

>30 °C / > 86 °F

twice per year

bubble test pressure
The bubble test pressure for the purchased membranes is 2 psi horizontally and 3 psi
vertically.

6.3

technical
340 to 370
Upgrading from the ZeeWeed 500D 340ft² module to ZeeWeed 500D 370ft² module offers
the following advantages:


8.8% increase in membrane module surface area;



increased membrane module surface area without any changes to the overall
dimensions of the module;



no increase in chemicals for maintenance or recovery cleans due to increased
surface area.

lifting weight & height
The lifting weight ranges for ZW500D cassettes differ slightly with 370ft² modules from the
current ZW500D cassettes with 340ft² modules and need to be considered to ensure that
the site has adequate lifting capacity available to install and later remove the cassettes
safely.
cassette type

lifting weight range (lb.)

ZW500D 48M with 340ft² modules

4,320 – 8,962

ZW500D 48M with 370ft² modules

4,457 – 9,039
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hoses & fittings
SUEZ has assumed for this proposal that the current aeration and permeate cassette
connections for the ZW500D cassettes do not need replacing at this time. If this is not so,
please advise SUEZ and request that they be added to this proposal.

blowers
For the purposes of this proposal, the range of blower turndown capacity has been
assumed to be adequate for this upgrade.
Should resheaving parts be required they will be supplied by SUEZ at additional cost to
Purcellville. Mechanical and electrical adjustments required to meet new air flow will be
completed by Purcellville or their 3rd party designate. SUEZ will assist Purcellville in
determining correct air flow requirements for the new plant configuration.

MLSS concentration
MLSS concentration in the membrane tank during annual average, max month, and max
week flows must not exceed 10 g/L and during max day and peak hour flows must not
exceed 12 g/L.

pre-screen
Trash and non-biodegradable solids, such as hair, lint, grit and plastics may foul or damage
the membranes if allowed to pass into the membrane chamber. SUEZ recommends that an
internally-fed screen with mesh or punched-hole openings less than or equal to 2 mm with
no possibility of bypass or carryover be operated upstream of the new membranes to
ensure effective operation and to maximize membrane life.
production interruption
During installation of the ZeeWeed cassettes, trains may be shut down for extended
periods of time which will affect Purcellville treatment capacity. After the purchase order is
acknowledged, SUEZ’s project manager for the installation will consult with Purcellville to
jointly develop the installation plan and work schedule with due regard for membrane
delivery to the plant and plant preparation.

7 quality at SUEZ – the vision
We are driven by a passion for delivering on every commitment. We are dedicated to providing our
customers the highest quality offerings with unparalleled customer service and responsiveness.
We are committed to working through any problem in an open and honest manner—always with
unyielding integrity.

quality policy
At SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions, we are committed to:


passionately driving customer satisfaction and loyalty by partnering with customers to help
achieve their success.



delivering results with a sustained global compliance culture.
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continually improving everything we do.



empowering our employees to engage and own quality.

We will accomplish this by building on our strong foundation of quality and raising the bar to the
next level of success. By operationalizing quality and engaging everyone on our team, we will
create a culture where our customers, suppliers and employees feel the difference.

8 terms and conditions of sale
a - specific terms and conditions of sale
1

legal entity for contracting

ZENON Environmental Corporation is the name of the Seller, and means a business component of, or legal entity within the SUEZ
Water Technologies & Solutions business (SUEZ) which is selling ZeeWeed modules.
Please advise us if this SUEZ entity is not set up in your purchasing system as a vendor and you do have another SUEZ entity set
up. We are keen to make the purchase process as convenient as possible for Purcellville.
short form: Where a short reference is required in this document, for convenience, we are called simply SUEZ.

2

payment terms

On approved credit, payment terms are net 30 days from customer receipt of invoice. Please see the invoicing schedule in section
4, price.

3

proposal validity

Prices quoted and proposal terms is valid to March 1, 2018.

4

bonds

Performance or payment bonds are not included in the price. These bonds can be purchased on request but will be at an additional
cost.

5

purchase order guidelines

Please ensure that your purchase order has covered the following points. This will ensure accurate and prompt order entry, product
delivery, invoicing and accounts receivables processing and will prevent administrative delays for all parties.


legal entity – Please be sure your purchase order is issued in the name of the specific SUEZ legal entity issuing this proposal
cited above. We will be glad to work with your purchasing department to set this entity up as an approved supplier/vendor.
Please advise us if this SUEZ entity is not set up in your purchasing system as a vendor and you do have another SUEZ entity
set up.



hard copy – Our strong preference is to receive a hard copy of your purchase order rather than a PO number alone.



proposal number and date – Please reference the 6-digit proposal number and the proposal date which are found in the
footer of each page.



price – State the total price you are accepting for this order.



taxes – Provide any required tax exemption certificates.



ship-to address – Please clearly define the plant site address or delivery location and the receiver’s email & telephone.
Please specify receiving hours and any special off-loading requirements.



delivery date – Please include your requested delivery date or agreement start date.



purchase order – Please send your purchase order to SUEZ by email to service.pocentral@ge.com.
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b – general terms and conditions of sale
SUEZ’s standard terms and conditions apply. See attachment a.
Note to purchasing agent: The SUEZ’s standard set of commercial terms & conditions are written for moderate value transactions to
allow an efficient and rapid provision of services and parts. Where corporate agreement terms have been previously agreed, these
may be brought forward by either party and applied by mutual consent. If either of these terms sets are not immediately acceptable,
please expect a typical 6-10 week cycle of mutual review to build agreement on changes.
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9 Seller’s warranty - ZeeWeed membrane module
2-year full replacement – standard
This schedule sets out the warranty with respect to ZeeWeed membrane modules (“membrane modules”). No other warranties,
expressed or implied are made in connection with the sale of these products, including, without limitation, warranties as to fitness for
any particular purpose or use or merchantability of these products. The warranty provided herein will be the exclusive and sole
remedy of Buyer, and in no event will the Seller be liable for any special, direct, indirect or consequential damages, including, without
limitation, loss of profits. This warranty is not transferable.

1

product

This warranty applies to only the membrane modules supplied under the contract of sale. Membrane module means the fibers and
the potted plastic headers. This warranty does not cover air piping to the membrane module, permeate piping from the membrane
module, piping connection fittings, connecting hardware and cassette frames with their associated components including but not
limited to spacers, aerator tubes, aerator assemblies, screen, module dummies or module blanks.
Identification: membrane modules are shipped by the Seller with a serial number identification which confirms their place in the
cohort set of membrane modules covered by this membrane module warranty.

2

Seller

ZENON Environmental Corporation is the name of the Seller, and means a business component of, or legal entity within the SUEZ
Water Technologies & Solutions business (SUEZ) which is selling ZeeWeed modules and is the Seller offering this warranty. The
Seller may assign this warranty to other SUEZ affiliates.

3

Buyer

Buyer means Town of Purcellville, VA.

4

project

Project means the 528 membrane modules sold under this proposal number 180248-1.

5

contract of sale

Contract of sale means the sales contract governing the sale of membrane module(s) for the project between Buyer and the Seller or
its SUEZ affiliate.

6

scope of warranty

The Seller warrants that its membrane module(s) will be free of defects due to faulty materials or errors in manufacturing
workmanship.
Regular membrane module inspection and normal fiber repair shall be the responsibility of Buyer.
All replacement membrane modules will be shipped on the basis of INCOTERMS 2010 FCA SUEZ manufacturing facility.
All ancillary costs including but not limited to bagging, boxing, crating, freight, freight insurance, applicable taxes, import duties,
certifications, brokerage, receiving, forklift services, storage at site, re-attachment hardware, hose/clamp/camlock replacement, crane
services, installation, fiber repair materials, glycerin flushing, commissioning and waste disposal are the responsibility of Buyer.
full replacement – Full replacement means that in the case of a valid warranty claim for a membrane module failure, Buyer receives
a replacement membrane module and does not pay for the value of use of the membrane module prior to failure.
prorated replacement – Prorated replacement means Buyer pays for actual use of a membrane module from which Buyer has
derived value over time. Prorated replacement allows the Seller to pay reasonable compensation under warranty for any product use
not enjoyed by Buyer due to premature failure.
The ratio of full replacement to prorated replacement in this warranty is set out in Item 8 of Section 9.
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7

warranty start date

For the original membrane modules in a plant, this membrane warranty will start on the earlier of:
a.

The date that installation of the original membrane module(s) has been substantially completed, or

b.

Six months from the date of shipment of the original membrane module(s) to Buyer.

For replacement or expansion membranes, this membrane warranty will start on the earlier of:

8

a.

The date of installation, or

b.

1 month from the date of delivery to site.

warranty duration

total warranty duration: a total of 24 months composed of a base period and an extended period.
base period with full replacement: 24 months
All purchasers of ZeeWeed membrane modules are entitled to this base period of full replacement warranty coverage without
purchasing an extended Seller’s warranty.
extended period with full replacement: a total of 0 months following the base period
Replacement membrane modules are covered by warranty only to the extent of the warranty of the original membrane module which
has been replaced. At all events, this warranty shall expire and be of no force or effect 24 months following the warranty start date.

9

notification of claim

All claims filed under this warranty shall be made in writing by Buyer within 30 days of identifying a defect.
Buyer shall provide the following information:
a.

A description of the defect giving rise to the claim;

b.

Photographs showing the manufacturing defect;

c.

The serial number(s) of the membrane module(s) which is (are) the subject of the warranty claim; and

d.

Operating data and repair history for the life of membrane modules which are the subject of a warranty claim.

10 verification of claim
After receipt of written notification of a defect, the Seller will promptly undertake such investigations as, in the Seller's opinion, are
necessary to verify whether a defect exists. The Seller reserves the right to require additional data as necessary to validate claims.
Buyer may, in the course of these investigations, be requested to return membrane module(s) to the Seller for examination. The
Seller may also conduct reasonable tests and inspections at Buyer’s plant or premises. If the results of the investigation do not
validate the defect claimed, Buyer will reimburse the Seller for all reasonable expenses associated with said investigation, including
expenses for all tests, inspections, and associated travel.

11 satisfaction of claims
The Seller will have the right to satisfy claims under this warranty in a flexible manner. Such flexibility may include the repair of
existing membrane modules or changes in operating protocols or membrane module replacement or by upgrading failed membrane
modules with newer membrane module(s) that may embody design and efficiency improvements. Buyer consents to the supply of
replacement membrane modules which may be of a different design than original membrane modules.

12 operating information
To maintain the membrane module warranty, membrane system operation records from initial start-up date until claim must be
maintained by Buyer and made available to the Seller upon request. Records must be provided in sufficient detail to verify
uninterrupted compliance with the Seller’s operations and maintenance manual prepared by the Seller and supplied to Buyer as part
of the contract. At a minimum, operation data must include information on feed water quality, temperatures, flows, trans-membrane
pressures, aeration rates, permeate quality, cleaning intervals, cleaning chemical concentrations, elapsed time since start-up,
relevant analytical data and reporting of any screen bypass events.
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Buyer shall maintain and share access to a single reference copy in electronic form of a membrane module map containing the
history of activity by membrane module. Buyer shall log its procedures performed related to a membrane module including relocation
of membrane modules, repairs, replacements and any other noteworthy events.
Buyer authorizes the Seller to conduct any reasonable review of operation and maintenance records or to inspect facilities where
membrane modules are installed, upon reasonable notice to Buyer. Such reviews and/or inspections are intended to also assist the
Seller and Buyer in detection of membrane system faults and to optimize the care and operation of the membrane modules.

13 limitation of warranties
Occurrence of any of the following as reasonably determined by the Seller will void this warranty:
a.

A material failure to operate the membrane system in accordance with Seller’s operations and maintenance
manual supplied to Buyer as part of the contract, including material failure to adhere to the Seller’s specified
membrane module cleaning procedures and the use of anything other than Seller-approved membrane module
cleaning agents.

b.

Failure to adhere to the preventive maintenance program as presented in the Seller’s operations and
maintenance manual, in published product manuals and in specifications.

c.

Failure to adhere to all transportation and module storage recommendations outlined by Seller.

d.

Failure to ensure correct operation and/or functioning of the screening equipment.

e.

Introduction of destructive foreign materials into the membrane module tanks. Destructive foreign materials may
include natural or human-made materials that are introduced into the membrane system influent channel or tanks
originating from construction and maintenance activities or from inadequate pretreatment or from aquatic species
including clams and snails or from damage to the tank or tank coating. Buyer shall be responsible to maintain
correct function of the screen mechanism, to flush accumulated grit from the tank bottom and to flush
accumulated foreign materials from the membrane modules.

f.

Failure to install and maintain operating data acquisition and electronic data transmission functions at the plant.

g.

Physical abuse or misuse, incorrect removal or installation of membrane modules by non-Seller personnel
including fiber damage caused by operator error in handling of membrane modules or cassettes.

h.

Unauthorized alteration of any components or parts originally supplied by the Seller.

i.

Intentional damage.

14 return procedure
In the event that the return of a membrane module is required pursuant to this warranty, Buyer will first obtain a return goods
authorization (RGA) number from the Seller. Membrane module(s) shipped to the Seller for warranty examination must be shipped
freight prepaid. If Buyer desires temporary replacement membrane module(s) to replace those alleged to be defective and returned
to the Seller for warranty examination, Buyer shall be responsible for the cost associated with any such replacements until
examination of the returned membrane modules pursuant to this warranty is complete. Any membrane module examined by Seller
as part of a warranty claim where the membrane module is subsequently found to be performing as warranted or where a membrane
module failure is not covered under the warranty will be returned to Buyer, freight collect.
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10 signed agreement
Through the issue of this proposal, SUEZ signals their intent to enter into an agreement with Purcellville.
Purcellville and SUEZ acknowledge that they have read and understood this agreement and agree to be
bound by the terms and conditions specified in it.
ZENON Environmental

offered by legal
Corporation, also known as
entity: SUEZ or Seller

accepted by Town of Purcellville, VA
legal entity: also known as Purcellville or Buyer
authorized
signature
by:
title:
signature
date:
signature:

x

purchase order no:

Upon acceptance of this proposal, please forward the following
either
• by email with .pdf attachments or • by postal mail or • by fax.
1) this signature page completed
to:
2) a hard copy of your purchase order, and
3) any required tax exemption certificates

service.pocentral@ge.com
or
SUEZ Water Technologies &
Solutions
attention: Contracts Administrator
Please contact
service.pocentral@ge.com for
correct address
or
fax no.: 905 469 2243

This agreement comes into force when SUEZ has issued a formal acceptance of Purcellville’s Purchase
order or formal acceptance of this Purcellville signed agreement.
doc. control: author: RM
filename: Purcellville 180248-1 GMRP Membrane Replacement 528 x ZW500D 370ft² Jan 2 2018
last modified: 1/2/2018 11:38 AM technical review: Blkt
commercial review: MS DOA: Blkt
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attachment a

SUEZ standard terms and conditions

attachment b

2017 US services labor rate sheet
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GE Power & Water
Water & Process Technologies
General Terms and Conditions of Sale – Sale of Capital Equipment
1.
Exclusive Terms and Conditions. Together with any other
terms the Parties agree to in writing, these General Terms and
Conditions – together with the last proposal in order of time issued
by the Seller – form the exclusive terms (“Agreement”) whereby
Buyer agrees to purchase, and Seller agrees to sell products and
equipment (jointly “Equipment”) and to provide advice, instruction
and other services in connection with the sale of that Equipment
(“Services”). If Buyer sends to Seller other terms and conditions to
which Seller may not respond, including but not limited to those
contained in Buyer’s purchase order, such shall not apply. This
Agreement may only be revised by a change order approved in
writing by both Parties. All terms not defined herein shall be defined
in Seller´s proposal.
2.
Equipment and Services. The Equipment to be delivered and
the Services to be provided shall be as set out in this Agreement.
Unloading, handling, storage, installation, and operation of Buyer’s
systems or the Equipment are the responsibility of Buyer. Buyer
shall not require or permit Seller’s personnel to operate Buyer’s
systems or the Equipment at Buyer’s site.
3.
Prices and Payment. Buyer shall pay Seller for the Equipment
and Services in accordance with the payment schedule (as set forth
in Seller´s proposal or, if applicable, in any special conditions agreed
to in writing by the Parties). Unless otherwise specified in writing,
payment is due net thirty (30) days from the date of Seller’s invoice.
Seller may require a Letter of Credit or other payment guarantee, in
which case the stated amount of the guarantee will be adjusted by
Buyer in the event of any currency-based adjustment to prices or
payment amounts per the Payment Schedule, and Buyer shall
deliver the adjusted guarantee within five (5) days of request by
Seller. Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for collection costs,
including 2% (two percent) interest per month (not to exceed the
maximum amount permitted by applicable law), should Buyer fail to
timely pay. Buyer shall have no rights to make any deduction,
retention, withholding or setoff relating to any payments due under
this Agreement.

4.
Taxes and Duties Seller shall be responsible for all corporate
taxes measured by net income due to performance of or payment
for work under this Agreement (“Seller Taxes”). Buyer shall be
responsible for all taxes, duties, fees, or other charges of any nature
(including, but not limited to, consumption, gross receipts, import,
property, sales, stamp, turnover, use, or value-added taxes, and all
items of withholding, deficiency, penalty, addition to tax, interest, or
assessment related thereto, imposed by any governmental
authority on Buyer or Seller or its subcontractors) in relation to the
Agreement or the performance of or payment for work under the
Agreement other than Seller Taxes ("Buyer Taxes"). The Agreement
prices do not include the amount of any Buyer Taxes. If Buyer
deducts or withholds Buyer Taxes, Buyer shall pay additional
amounts so that Seller receives the full Agreement price without
reduction for Buyer Taxes. Buyer shall provide to Seller, within one
month of payment, official receipts from the applicable
governmental authority for deducted or withheld taxes. Buyer shall
furnish Seller with evidence of tax exemption acceptable to taxing
authorities if applicable, prior to execution of the Agreement by
both Parties or issuance by the Seller of the order acceptance.
Buyer’s failure to provide evidence of exemption at time of order
will relieve Seller of any obligation to refund taxes paid by Seller.
5.
Delivery, Title, Risk of Loss. Unless otherwise specified in this
Agreement, Seller shall deliver all Equipment to Buyer FCA
(Incoterms 2010) Seller’s facility. The time for delivery of the
Equipment to Buyer shall be specified in this Agreement. Seller’s
sole liability for any delay in delivery of the Equipment shall be as
expressly set out in this Agreement. The place of delivery specified
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herein shall be firm and fixed, provided that Buyer may notify Seller
no later than forty-five (45) days prior to the scheduled shipment
date of the Equipment of an alternate point of delivery, Buyer shall
compensate Seller for any additional cost in implementing the
change. If any part of the Equipment cannot be delivered when
ready due to any cause not attributable to Seller, Buyer shall
designate a climate-controlled storage location, and Seller shall
ship such Equipment to storage. Title and risk of loss shall
thereupon pass to Buyer, and amounts payable to Seller upon
delivery or shipment shall be paid by Buyer along with expenses
incurred by Seller. Services provided herein shall be charged at the
rate prevailing at the time of actual use and Buyer shall pay any
increase, and Buyer shall pay directly all costs for storage and
subsequent transportation. Failure by Buyer to take delivery of the
Equipment shall be a material breach of this Agreement.
Title and risk of loss to the Equipment shall be transferred from
Seller to Buyer at the point of delivery upon handover in
accordance with this Agreement. Title and risk of loss to the
Services shall pass as they are performed.
6.
Warranties and Remedies. Seller warrants that Equipment
shall be delivered free from defects in material, workmanship and
title and that Services shall be performed in a competent, diligent
manner in accordance with any mutually agreed specifications.
Seller’s warranty does not cover the results of improper handling,
storage, installation, commissioning, operation or maintenance of
the Equipment by Buyer or third parties, repairs or alterations made
by Buyer without Seller's written consent, influent water which does
not comply with agreed parameters, or fair wear and tear.
Unless otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, the
foregoing warranties are valid for:
(a) chemicals and Services, for six (6) months from their date of
delivery or the provision of Services;
(b) consumables, including filters and spiral wound membranes
(other than spiral wound membranes for process treatment),
the earlier of twelve (12) months from date of first use or fifteen
(15) months from their date of delivery;
(c) spiral wound membranes for process fluid treatment, ninety (90)
days from their date of first use;
(d) ultrafiltration membranes (ZW500, ZW700B, ZW1000, ZW1500),
twelve (12) months from their date of delivery;
(e) Equipment other than chemicals and consumables, the earlier
of, fifteen (15) months from delivery or shipment to storage, or
twelve (12) months from start-up/first use;
(f) software, ninety (90) days from the date of receipt;
(g) Equipment not manufactured by Seller, the warranty shall be
the manufacturer’s transferable warranty only,
Any claim for breach of these warranties must be promptly notified
in writing, and Buyer shall make the defective item available to the
Seller, or the claim will be void. Seller’s sole responsibility and
Buyer’s exclusive remedy arising out of or relating to the Equipment
or Services or any breach of these warranties is limited to repair at
Seller's facility or (at Seller’s option) replace at Seller's facility the
defective item of Equipment, and re-perform defective Services. In
performance of its obligations hereunder, Seller will not control the
actual operation of either Buyer’s systems or the Equipment at the
Buyer’s site.
Warranty repair, replacement or re-performance by Seller shall not
extend or renew the applicable warranty period.
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The warranties and remedies are conditioned upon (a) proper
unloading, handling, storage, installation, use, operation, and
maintenance of the Equipment and Buyer’s facility and all related
system in accordance with Seller’s instructions and, in the absence,
generally accepted industry practice, (b) Buyer keeping accurate
and complete records of operation and maintenance during the
warranty period and providing Seller access to those records, and
(c) modification or repair of Equipment or Services only as
authorized by Seller in writing. Failure to meet any such conditions
renders the warranty null and void.
The Buyer will be entitled to assign to a subsequent owner of the
Equipment the warranties of the Seller under this Agreement,
provided that a prior written notification is sent to the Seller and the
assignment agreement contains terms and conditions which
provide the Seller with the protections of the warranties and
limitations on liability contained in the Agreement. Subject to
Buyer’s compliance with the foregoing requirement, such warranty
rights are expressly assignable by the Buyer to a subsequent owner
of the Equipment. Except as provided herein, Buyer is not entitled to
extend or transfer this warranty to any other party. The warranties
and remedies set forth in this article are in lieu of and exclude all
other warranties and remedies, statutory, express or implied,
including any warranty of merchantability or of fitness for a
particular purpose.
Unless otherwise expressly stipulated in this Agreement, Seller gives
no warranty or guarantee as to process results or performance of
the Equipment, including but not limited to product quality, flow,
production, capacity, membrane life, chemical consumption,
regulatory compliance or energy consumption.
7.
General Indemnity. Seller shall indemnify and hold harmless
Buyer from claims for physical damage to third party property or
injury to persons, including death, to the extent caused by the
negligence of Seller or its officers, agents, employees, and/or
assigns while engaged in activities under this Agreement. Buyer
shall likewise indemnify and hold harmless Seller from claims for
physical damage to third party property or injury to persons,
including death, to the extent caused by the negligence of the
Buyer, its officers, agents, employees, and/or assigns. In the event
such damage or injury is caused by the joint or concurrent
negligence of Seller and Buyer, the loss shall be borne by each Party
in proportion to its negligence. For the purposes of this article
(i) “Third party” shall not include Buyer or any subsequent owner of
the Equipment, their subsidiaries, parents, affiliates, agents,
successors or assigns including any operation or maintenance
contractor, or their insurer; and (ii) no portion of the Equipment is
“third party property”.
8.
Compliance with Laws and Permits. All permits,
authorizations, and licenses which are required to construct, install
and/or operate Buyer’s facility or equipment, to use the Equipment,
or to manage and dispose of any wastes, discharges, and residues
resulting from Buyer’s use of the Equipment, shall be obtained and
maintained by Buyer at Buyer’s sole expense. Buyer is responsible
for compliance with all laws and regulations applicable to the
storage, use, handling, installation, maintenance, removal,
registration, and labeling of all Equipment after delivery of the
Equipment, as well as for the proper management and disposal of
all wastes, discharges, and residues.
9.
Buyer’s Site Conditions. Buyer warrants that any data
furnished to the Seller concerning conditions at Buyer’s site
(including but not limited to any existing Buyer facility, equipment or
processes, influent water or other substances to be treated or
measured with the Equipment) is accurate and complete, and the
Seller reserves the right to utilize the most appropriate design
compatible with generally accepted engineering practices, and to
make changes in details of design, manufacture and arrangement
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of Equipment unless precluded by any limitations specified in this
Agreement. Seller shall notify Buyer of (1) any conditions at Buyer’s
site which materially differ from those indicated in the data
furnished by Buyer, (2) any previously unknown physical conditions
at Buyer’s site of an unusual nature, not revealed by previous
investigations and differing from those ordinarily encountered in
the type of work provided for in this Agreement, and (3) the
presence of any Hazardous Materials (as defined below), the
existence of a contaminated soil, unexploded ordinance, or
archaeological remains. If such conditions cause an increase in
Seller's cost or in the time required for the performance of Seller’s
obligations, Seller shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment in the
Agreement price and an extension in the time for performance.
10. Hazardous Materials and Wastes. In the event that Seller
encounters any Hazardous Materials (meaning toxic substances,
hazardous substances, pollutants, contaminants, regulated wastes,
or hazardous wastes as such terms may be defined or classified in
any law, statute, directive, ordinance or regulations promulgated by
any applicable governmental entity) at Buyer’s site, other than
Hazardous Materials introduced by Seller or that are otherwise the
express responsibility of Seller under this Agreement, Buyer shall
immediately take whatever precautions are required to legally
eliminate such Hazardous Materials so that the Seller’s work under
this Agreement may safely proceed. At no time shall Seller be
deemed to have taken title to or the responsibility for the
management or disposal of any wastes, Hazardous Materials,
influent water, any resultant product streams, wastewater streams,
discharges, cleaning materials, or any other materials or
substances processed by the Equipment or otherwise located at
Buyer’s site. Seller does not take responsibility for and hereby
expressly disclaims responsibility for the characterization or
disposal of wastes, Hazardous Materials, or for the identification,
selection, or management of disposal facilities for any wastes.
11. Excusable Delays. Seller shall not be liable nor in breach or
default of its obligations under this Agreement to the extent
performance of such obligations is delayed or prevented, directly or
indirectly, due to causes beyond the reasonable control of Seller,
including, but not limited to: acts of God, natural disasters,
unusually severe weather, fire, terrorism, war (declared or
undeclared) epidemics, material shortages, insurrection, act (or
omissions) of Buyer or Buyer’s contractors/suppliers or agents, any
act (or omission) by any governmental authority, strikes, labor
disputes, transportation shortages, or vendor non-performance.
The delivery or performance date shall be extended for a period
equal to the time lost by reason of delay or non-performance, plus
such additional time as may be necessary to overcome the effect of
the delay or non-performance. If delivery or performance is delayed
for a period exceeding 180 (one hundred and eighty) days, either
Party may terminate this Agreement without further liability
provided that Seller shall be paid an amount equal to that which
would be payable to Seller under the article entitled “Termination”.
If Seller is delayed by any acts (or omissions) of Buyer, or by the
prerequisite work of Buyer’s other contractors or suppliers, Seller
shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment in schedule, price
and/or performance, as applicable.
12. Emergencies. If the safety of Seller’s personnel is threatened
or likely to be threatened by circumstances outside the reasonable
control of Seller, including but not limited to war, armed conflict,
civil unrest, riots, terrorism, kidnapping, presence of or exposure to
hazardous materials, unsafe working conditions, or by the threat of
such circumstances or a lack of adequate protections against such
circumstances, Seller shall be entitled to take all necessary steps to
ensure the security and safety of its personnel including the
evacuation of personnel until such circumstances no longer apply.
Any such occurrence shall be considered an excusable delay event.
Buyer shall reasonably assist in the event of any such evacuation.
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13. Confidentiality, Intellectual Property. Both Parties agree to
keep confidential the other Party’s proprietary non-public
information, if any, which may be acquired in connection with this
Agreement. Buyer will not, without Seller’s advance written consent,
subject Equipment to testing, analysis, or any type of reverse
engineering. Seller retains all intellectual property rights including
copyright which it has in all drawings and data or other deliverables
(including the Equipment) supplied or developed under this
Agreement. Buyer agrees that it will not file patent applications on
the Equipment or any development or enhancement of the
Equipment, or of processes and methods of using the Equipment,
without Seller’s express prior written permission. Buyer further
agrees that in any event any such patents will not be asserted
against Seller or its other buyers based upon purchase and use of
such Equipment. Seller grants to Buyer a non-exclusive, nonterminable, royalty free license to use the intellectual property
embedded in Equipment delivered to and paid for by the Buyer, as
well as any drawings, design or data delivered to and paid for by
the Buyer, for the purposes of owning, financing, using, operating
and maintaining the relevant Equipment at Buyer’s site. Such
license may only be assigned to a subsequent owner of the
Equipment or to an operations and maintenance subcontractor.
Such license does not extend to the re-creation of the Equipment or
the manufacture of spares or consumables by Buyer or third
parties.
Any software Seller owns and provides pursuant to this Agreement
shall remain Seller’s property. Seller provides to Buyer a limited,
non-exclusive and terminable royalty free project-specific license to
such software for the use, operation or maintenance at Buyer’s site
of any Equipment purchased hereunder to which the software is a
necessary component. Buyer agrees not to copy, sub-license,
translate, transfer, reverse engineer, or decode the software.
Seller shall indemnify and hold harmless Buyer from any rightful
claim of any third party that any Equipment or Service infringe a
patent in effect in the USA, or country of delivery (provided there is
a corresponding patent issued by the USA), or USA copyright or
copyright registered in the country of delivery. If the Buyer notifies
the Seller promptly of the receipt of any such claim, does not take
any position adverse to the Seller regarding such claim and gives
the Seller information, assistance and exclusive authority to settle
and defend the claim, the Seller shall, at its own expense and
choice, either (i) settle or defend the claim and pay all damages and
costs awarded in it against the Buyer, or (ii) procure for the Buyer
the right to continue using the Equipment or Service, or (iii) modify
or replace the Equipment or Service so that it becomes noninfringing, or (iv) remove the infringing Equipment and refund the
price. The above paragraph shall not apply to any misuse of
Equipment or Equipment which is manufactured to the Buyer’s
design, or to alleged infringement arising from the combination,
operation, or use of any Equipment or Services with other
equipment or services when such combination is part of any
allegedly infringing subject matter. The foregoing list of subsections (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) and related terms state the entire liability
of the Seller for intellectual property infringement by any Equipment
or Service.
14. Limitations on Liability. Notwithstanding anything else
contained in this Agreement, to the maximum extent permitted by
law, and regardless of whether a claim is based in contract
(including warranty or indemnity), extra-contractual liability, tort
(including negligence or strict liability), statute, equity or any other
legal theory:
(a) THE TOTAL LIABILITY OF THE SELLER AND OF ITS INSURER FOR
ALL CLAIMS ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THE
PERFORMANCE OR BREACH OF THIS AGREEMENT OR USE OF
ANY EQUIPMENT OR SERVICES SHALL NOT EXCEED THE TOTAL
PRICE PAID BY BUYER UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR (IN THE CASE
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OF AN AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES WITH A TERM OF MORE THAN
ONE YEAR) THE ANNUAL PRICE PAYABLE BY BUYER UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT;
(b) IN NO EVENT SHALL SELLER BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF PROFIT
OR REVENUES, LOSS OF PRODUCTION, LOSS OF USE OF
EQUIPMENT OR SERVICES OR ANY ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT,
INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS, COST OF CAPITAL, COST OF
REPLACEMENT WATER OR POWER, DOWNTIME COSTS,
INCREASED OPERATING COSTS, CLAIMS OF BUYER’S CUSTOMERS
FOR SUCH DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,
INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES;
(c) SELLER’S LIABILITY SHALL END UPON EXPIRATION OF THE
APPLICABLE WARRANTY PERIOD, PROVIDED THAT BUYER MAY
CONTINUE TO ENFORCE A CLAIM FOR WHICH IT HAS GIVEN
NOTICE PRIOR TO THAT DATE BY COMMENCING AN ACTION OR
ARBITRATION, AS APPLICABLE UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, BEFORE
EXPIRATION OF ANY STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS OR OTHER LEGAL
TIME LIMITATION BUT IN NO EVENT – TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED
BY APPLICABLE LAW – LATER THAN FIVE (5) MONTHS AFTER
EXPIRATION OF SUCH WARRANTY PERIOD.
For the purposes of this article, "Seller" shall mean Seller, its
affiliates, subcontractors and suppliers of any tier, and their
respective agents and employees, individually or collectively. If
Buyer is supplying Seller’s Equipment or Services to a third party,
Buyer shall require the third party to agree to be bound by this
article. If Buyer does not obtain this agreement for Seller’s benefit
for any reason, Buyer shall indemnify and hold Seller harmless from
all liability arising out of claims made by the third party in excess of
the limitations and exclusion of this article.
15. Termination. This Agreement and any performance pursuant
to it may be terminated by either Party, and the consequences of
such termination shall be as set out in the next paragraph, if the
other Party
(a) becomes insolvent, makes an assignment for the benefit of its
creditors, has a receiver or trustee appointed for the benefit of
its creditors, or files for protection from creditors under any
bankruptcy or insolvency laws; or
(b) fails to make any payment when due or to establish any
payment security required by this Agreement, or commits a
material breach or defaults in its material obligations under this
Agreement, and such default is not cured within thirty (30) days
of written notice from the other Party.
Upon the termination of this Agreement by Buyer for cause (i) Seller
shall reimburse Buyer the difference between that portion of the
Agreement price allocable to the terminated scope and the actual
amounts reasonably incurred by Buyer to complete that scope, and
(ii) Buyer shall pay to Seller (a) the portion of the Agreement price
allocable to Equipment completed, and (b) amounts for Services
performed before the effective date of termination. Upon the
termination of this Agreement by Seller for cause Buyer shall pay to
Seller within thirty (30) days of receipt of invoice the price of all
Equipment or Services delivered at the date of termination, plus an
amount equal to all costs and expenses incurred in the engineering,
sourcing, financing, procurement, manufacture, storage and
transportation of the Equipment including materials, work in
progress and any cancellation charges assessed against Seller by
Seller’s suppliers including reasonable overhead and profit on all
such costs and expenses. Alternatively, if any schedule of
termination payments has been agreed between the Parties, Buyer
shall pay to Seller within thirty (30) days of receipt of invoice the
amounts set out in that schedule.
Seller shall have the right to suspend performance upon written
notice to Buyer in any case where Seller would have the right to
terminate the Agreement under this article, without prejudice to
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Seller’s right to terminate this Agreement for cause. Any cost
incurred by Seller in accordance with any such suspension
(including storage costs) shall be payable by Buyer upon submission
of the Seller’s invoice(s). Performance of the Seller’s obligations shall
be extended for a period of time reasonably necessary to overcome
the effects of such suspension.
16. Governing Law, Dispute Resolution. This Agreement shall be
governed by the substantive laws of the State of New York. In the
event of a dispute concerning this Agreement, the complaining
Party shall notify the other Party in writing thereof. Management
level representatives of both Parties shall meet at an agreed
location to attempt to resolve the dispute in good faith. Should the
dispute not be resolved within thirty (30) days after such notice, the
complaining Party shall seek remedies exclusively through
arbitration. The seat of arbitration shall be the federal district court
closest to the Buyer and the rules of the arbitration will be the
Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration
Association, which are incorporated by reference into this article.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, each Party shall have the right to
commence an action or proceeding in a court of competent
jurisdiction, subject to the terms of this Agreement, in order to seek
and obtain a restraining order or injunction to enforce the
confidentiality intellectual property provisions set forth in the first
two paragraphs of article 13; nuclear use restrictions set forth in
article 17, or to seek interim or conservatory measures not involving
monetary damages.
17. No Nuclear Use. Equipment and Services sold by Seller are
not intended for use in connection with any nuclear facility or
activity, the Buyer warrants that it shall not use or permit others to
use the Equipment or Services for such purposes, without the
advance written consent of Seller. If, in breach of this, any such use
occurs, Seller (and its parent, affiliates, suppliers and
subcontractors) disclaims all liability for any nuclear or other
damage, injury or contamination, and, in addition to any other
rights of Seller, Buyer shall indemnify and hold Seller (and its parent,
affiliates, suppliers and subcontractors) harmless against all such
liability.
18. Export Control. Seller’s obligations are conditioned upon
Buyer’s compliance with all USA and other applicable trade control
laws and regulations. Buyer shall not trans-ship, re-export, divert or
direct Equipment (including software and technical data) other than
in and to the ultimate country of destination declared by Buyer and
specified as the country of ultimate destination on Seller’s invoice.
19. Changes. Each Party may at any time propose changes in the
schedule or scope of Equipment or Services. All changes to the
Equipment or Services shall be subject to mutual agreement via a
written change order or variation, which shall only become effective
once signed by both Parties. The scope, Agreement price, schedule,
and other provisions will be equitably adjusted to reflect additional
costs or obligations incurred by Seller resulting from a change, after
Seller’s proposal date, in Buyer’s site-specific requirements or
procedures, or in industry specifications, codes, standards,
applicable laws or regulations. It shall be acceptable and not
considered a change if Seller delivers Equipment (including
Equipment replacement under warranty) that bears a different,
superseding or new part or version number compared to the part
or version number listed in the Agreement, provided that in no
circumstance shall this affect any other of Seller’s obligations
including those set forth in article 6.
20. Conflicts; Survival, Assignment. If there is any conflict
between this Agreement and any written proposal or quotation
provided by Seller, then the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement shall prevail. If any term or condition of this Agreement
or any accompanying terms and conditions are held invalid or
illegal, then such terms and conditions shall be reformed to be
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made legal or valid, or deleted, but the remaining terms and
conditions shall remain in full force and effect, and this Agreement
shall be interpreted and implemented in a manner which best
fulfills Parties’ intended agreement. Those provisions which by their
nature remain applicable after termination shall survive the
termination of this Agreement for any reason. Seller may assign or
novate its rights and obligations under the Agreement, in whole or
in part, to any of its affiliates or may assign any of its accounts
receivable under this Agreement to any party without Buyer’s
consent, and the Buyer hereby agrees, by signing this Agreement,
to such assignment and to execute any document that may be
necessary to complete Seller’s assignment or novation. This
Agreement shall not otherwise be assigned by either Party without
the other Party’s prior written consent, and any assignment without
such consent shall be void.
Seller may (i) manufacture and source the Equipment and any part
thereof globally in the country or countries of its choosing; and
(ii) may subcontract portions of the Services, so long as Seller
remains responsible for such.
21. No third party beneficiary. Except as specifically set forth in
the article entitled "Limitations on Liability" and “No Nuclear Use”,
this Agreement is not intended to, and does not, give to any person
who is not a party to this Agreement any rights to enforce any
provisions contained in this Agreement.
22. Entire Agreement. This Agreement embodies the entire
agreement between Buyer and Seller and supersedes any previous
documents, correspondence or agreements between them. No
modification, amendment, revision, waiver, or other change shall be
binding on either Party unless agreed in writing by the Party's
authorized representative. Any oral or written representation,
warranty, course of dealing, or trade usage not specified herein
shall not be binding on either Party. Each Party agrees that it has
not relied on, or been induced by, any representations of the other
Party not contained in this Agreement
23. USA Government Contracts. This article 23 applies only if the
Agreement is for the direct or indirect sale to any agency of the USA
Government and/or is funded in whole or in part by any agency of
the USA Government. Buyer agrees that all Equipment and Services
provided by Seller meet the definition of “commercial-off-the-shelf”
(“COTS”) or “commercial item” as those terms are defined in Federal
Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”) 2.101. To the extent the Buy American
Act, Trade Agreements Act, or other domestic preference
requirements are applicable to this Agreement, the country of origin
of Equipment is unknown unless otherwise specifically stated by
Seller in this Agreement. Buyer agrees that any Services offered by
Seller are exempt from the Service Contract Act of 1965 (FAR
52.222-41). Buyer represents and agrees that this Agreement is not
funded in whole or in part by American Recovery Reinvestment Act
funds unless otherwise specifically stated in the Agreement. The
version of any applicable FAR clause listed in this article 23 shall be
the one in effect on the effective date of this Agreement. If Buyer is
an agency of the USA Government, then as permitted by FAR
12.302, Buyer agrees that all paragraphs of FAR 52.212-4 (except
those listed in 12.302(b)) are replaced with these Terms and
Conditions. Buyer further agrees the subparagraphs of FAR 52.2125 apply only to the extent applicable for sale of COTS and/or
commercial items and as appropriate for the prices under this
Agreement. If Buyer is procuring the Equipment or Services as a
contractor, or subcontractor at any tier, on behalf of any agency of
the U.S Government, then Buyer agrees that FAR 52.212-5(e) or
52.244-6 (whichever is applicable) applies only to the extent
applicable for sale of COTS and/or commercial items and as
appropriate for the prices under this Agreement.
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Additional clauses
*** Insurance. Buyer shall maintain all risk property and boiler and
machinery breakdown insurance covering the full replacement
value of Buyer’s site, systems and related equipment, together with
business interruption coverage, which includes a waiver of
subrogation in favor of Seller and its affiliates. Prior to
commencement of any work under this Agreement, and not less
than annually thereafter during the term of this Agreement, Buyer
shall deliver to Seller a certificate(s) of insurance and copy of waiver
of subrogation endorsement evidencing that the foregoing
insurance is in full force and effect. Seller shall maintain types and
amounts of insurance against loss or damage and such other risks
as customarily insured against by businesses whose operations are
comparable to those of the Seller. Seller shall not be obliged to add
Buyer or any other third party as an additional insured under
Seller’s insurance policies.
*** Inspection and Factory Tests. Seller will apply its normal quality
control procedures in manufacturing the Equipment. Seller shall
attempt to accommodate requests by Buyer to witness Seller’s
factory tests of Equipment, subject to appropriate access
restrictions, if such witnessing can be arranged without delaying
the work.
*** Change control. Buyer shall notify Seller immediately upon any
change in ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of Buyer's
voting rights or of any controlling interest in Buyer. If Buyer fails to
do so or Seller objects to the change, Seller may (a) terminate the
Agreement, (b) require Buyer to provide adequate assurance of
performance (including but not limited to payment), and/or (c) put in
place special controls regarding Seller’s Confidential Information.
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2017 SUEZ services hourly rates – USA sites
all currency figures are in US dollars (USD$)
skill category
technician level
field service technician

service headquarters
3239 Dundas Street West
Oakville, Ontario, CANADA L6M 4B2
tel: 905 465 3030 fax: 905 465 5050
technical support: 866 271 5425

price/hour
product support technician

$ 125

specialist level
field service representative
commissioning specialist

membrane specialist
plant controls specialist

$ 140

electrical/controls engineer
operator training specialist

$ 170

engineer level
project manager
process engineer

For multiple, scheduled site visits, please feel at liberty to request a firm service proposal from your
regional lifecycle manager.
scheduling - Service requests should be directed to our service headquarters at 1-866-271-5425.
Business hours for daytime technical support by telephone are 8:30am to 17:00pm eastern time
GMT-5, from Monday to Friday.

conditions
1.

Travel time will be charged at the applicable service rate. Travel hours will originate at the SUEZ representative's
residence or airport and will end at arrival to the hotel or work site. Travel hours returning after the visit will be calculated in
reverse order. Minimum site visit duration - 4 hours including travel time.

2.

In general SUEZ does not bill overtime. However, a surcharge may be applied to extraordinary weekend, statutory holiday,
overtime, or any urgent call-out for unscheduled emergency work requiring immediate deployment and requiring disruption
of already scheduled work. The application of a surcharge will be determined on a case-by-case basis. Hours in excess of
a 10-hour day or a 40-hour work week may be considered overtime. Statutory holiday rates may be applied based on the
statutory holidays prevailing in the country where the work is being performed.

3.

Lodging, meal and auto expenses will be billed based on a flat, per-diem rate of $100/day for local service and $250/day
for non-local, including at least one extra day before or after the scheduled service visit. Flight expenses will be billed at a
flat rate of $850/return flight unless otherwise specified. Flight change fees initiated by customer will be invoiced at cost
+20% administration.

4.

For extended duration work assignments, staff rotations are scheduled on a monthly basis and may be subject to travel
expense charges. Site specific training required by customer will be billed as time worked.

5.

Supplies, materials, consumables or services purchased ad hoc for direct use during service delivery will be charged at
actual cost +20% administration.

6.

State/provincial taxes, use taxes, withholding taxes and all other taxes are extra where applicable. Buyer is responsible to
provide any applicable tax exemption certificates with its purchase order or work order.

7.

All services provided are governed by the prevailing standard version of the SUEZ Water Technologies & Solutions general
term and conditions. Any additional or conflicting terms contained in any purchase order which authorize work are
expressly objected to in advance and shall not apply except where specific other terms have been agreed to in writing.

8.

Rates and conditions are subject to change without notice after 30 days from Buyer receipt of this rate sheet.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Town of Purcellville
(Revised Feb 2, 2010)

Budget Adjustment
Instructions: Submission to Town Manager requesting that appropriated funds be reallocated. This type of adjustment is
normally associated with minor internal modifications that realign and/or adjust initial/approved budget estimates to
current conditions. These types of adjustments remain within the approved appropriation for the fund and do not increase
or decrease the overall budget. Additionally, the Town Manger is also delegated the authority to move funds previously
appropriated between departments. In no instance can the Town Manager increase/decrease the total fund amounts
appropriated by the Town Council. Please see Budget Process Overview policy document approved by the Town
Council on January 19, 2010 for additional information.
Department: Public Works
Staff Contact: Dale Lehnig
Date Prepared: January 18, 2018

Budget Account # & Title

$ to
Increase

$ to
Decrease

Any previous fiscal
year adjustments?
Yes-explain below

32496120 408520 LEAP Aeration Upgrade

$ 160,000

No

32490000 408010 East End Pump Station
Generator

$ 38,880

No

$ 198,880

BSWRF Membrane Replacement

Total Increases/Decreases must equal

$ 198,880.00

No

$ 198,880.00

Reason for adjustment:
Funds for membrane replacement in order to lock in guaranteed future replacement costs

Note: The Town Council must be informed of the specifics of any internal budget transfers over $20,000.

Approved

Rejected

Request more information:

Town Manager Signature:

Date:

Finance Staff Only:
Processed By:

Date Processed:

Logics BE#:

Posted on TC Reading Board
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #11d
SUBJECT:

Appointments to Committees, Commissions and Boards

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

BACKGROUND:
The Planning Commission has a vacancy created by the resignation of David Estey on January
10, 2018. In addition, the Purcellville Arts Council is looking to fill several vacancies to
increase their membership to their maximum of 11 members. Council interviewed
applicants during a special meeting held January 23, 2018.
MOTIONS:
“I move that the Purcellville Town Council approve the following appointment to fill
a vacancy on the Planning Commission:
Name

Committee, Commission or Board

Term

Planning Commission

January 23, 2018 through September 30, 2018

I further move that the Purcellville Town Council approve the following appointment to fill
a vacancy on the Purcellville Arts Council:
Name

Committee, Commission or Board

Term

Purcellville Arts Council

January 23, 2018 through August 31, 2019”
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #13
SUBJECT:

Approval of Meeting Minutes

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACT(S):

Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Attached are the meeting minutes from the December 7, 2017 Town Council Special
Meeting and the January 9, 2018 Town Council Meeting for review and approval by Town
Council.

MOTION(S):
“I move that we approve the minutes of the December 7, 2017 Town Council Special
Meeting and the January 9, 2018 Town Council Meeting and waive reading.”
OR
“I move that we approve the minutes with the following changes:
_________________________________”

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Minutes – December 7, 2017 Town Council Special Meeting
2. Minutes – January 9, 2018 Town Council Meeting
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ATTACHMENT 1

MINUTES
PURCELLVILLE TOWN COUNCIL SPECIAL MEETING
DECEMBER 7, 2017, 7:00 PM
TOWN HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS
The special meeting of the Purcellville Town Council convened at 7:00 PM in the Council
Chambers with the following in attendance:
PRESENT:

Kwasi Fraser, Mayor
Nedim Ogelman, Vice Mayor
Karen Jimmerson, Council member
Ted Greenly, Council member
Ryan Cool, Council member
Chris Bledsoe, Council member
Doug McCollum, Council member

ABSENT:

None

STAFF:

Sally Hankins, Town Attorney
Hooper McCann, Director of Administration
Connie LeMarr, Assistant Director of Finance
Sharon Rauch, Human Resources Manager
Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

CALL TO ORDER OF SPECIAL MEETING:
Mayor Fraser called the special meeting to order at 7:00 PM. The Pledge of Allegiance followed.
PROPOSAL OF LEGAL SERVICES FOR INVESTIGATION OF ACTIONS BY THE
INTERIM TOWN MANAGER AND ANY OTHER COMPLAINTS RECEIVED BY THE
TOWN INVOLVING STAFF (as noted in the supplemental agenda):
Mayor Fraser stated some progress had been made relative to the investigations and that town
staff, from and administrative perspective, procured the services of Mr. Thierry Dupuis to lead
the audit of Chief of Police investigation. Council member McCollum added that Mr. Dupuis is a
retired Chief of Police from Chester County. Mayor Fraser added that with direction from
Council would be for Mr. Dupuis to work with an attorney to ensure the investigation moves
forward in an expeditious manner.
Council member McCollum stated he worked with Council member Jimmerson to try to identify
some law firms to recommend to staff for consideration and that after the review of their
submissions/proposals has focused on one firm that he feels meets the requirements that the town
needs. Council member McCollum added that they are experienced, have attorneys in the
Northern Virginia area and that they would work well with Mr. Dupuis. Council member
1
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McCollum added that the firm has come to the town through an agreement that Loudoun County
has already negotiated and that they are highly recommended by the County. Council member
McCollum added that they have a Project Manager Lawyer who he feels would help keep the
project on track and anticipates as they go through their part of the investigation into the
circumstances surrounding the conduct of the Interim Town Manager that they may come up
with additional issues that will need looked into and feels they could handle this as well. Council
member McCollum noted the additional complaints received in the report about other employees
and recommended rolling those into the investigation and recommended Jackson Lewis.
Council member Jimmerson stated that after researching came down to two firms that she feels
could represent the town that had the knowledge, skills and location to provide the needed
services. Council member Jimmerson stated she concurs with Jackson Lewis that they have an
agreement with the County that Wilson Elser’s rate is better with just as many skill sets and
added she is leaning towards Wilson Elser because they have no affiliation with anyone in
Purcellville or the County that could possibly influence the outcome.
Council member Greenly stated he agrees with most of the comments and that in one of the
proposals it called out that the firm had not worked and did not know a lot of players involved.
Council member Greenly stated he also reviewed skill sets as compared to the scope of the work
and is tentatively leaning towards the Jackson Lewis proposal.
Vice Mayor Ogelman stated he reviewed the materials provided and that both have national
firms and local presence. Vice Mayor Ogelman talked about their experience with municipalities
and their e-Discovery capabilities and feels Wilson Elser may have those skill sets in the three
proposed principles, and that they are focused on the human resources aspects. Vice Mayor
Ogelman added he feels their skills are provided in a more reasonable rate with fewer people
amounting to a smaller budget, prefers Wilson Elser and agrees with Council member Jimmerson
added that they are not attached to anything in the town’s environment.
Vice Mayor Ogelman stated that the difference in rates is that Jackson Lewis had rates ranging
from $500 - $350 and Wilson Elser was at $350.
Council member Bledsoe stated that he likes the e-Discovery of Wilson Elser and the experience
of Jackson Lewis in terms of their municipality experience but feels the e-Discovery will be
critical.
Council member Cool talked about Council members McCollum’s comments to have people
connected to the County and that it is not an issue and that in talking with Hooper McCann that
this was a concern of many Council members. Council member Cool added that his
recommendation is Wilson Elser for the reasons shared amongst Council consistently.
Council member McCollum stated he feels the connection with the County would be beneficial
as having a known government and municipal entity that has recommended a firm providing
good services and that it is important in terms of his choice. Council member McCollum added
that they have no law enforcement credentials and that both parts of the investigation touch on
2
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police procedures, general orders, authority, etc. Council member McCollum talked about the
fees and that Wilson Elser has stated there is tentative/estimated.
Mayor Fraser noted that the decision could be to move forward with Wilson Elser which would
be done collaboratively with Thierry Dupuis who is a retired Chief of Police. Council member
McCollum stated that Mr. Dupuis stated he did not know where Purcellville feels and that he
comes in with a clean slate. Mayor Fraser stated that either firm would be working with Mr.
Dupuis. Council member McCollum asked that when the draft report is prepared if the
Attorney’s that he turns it over to will have the level of knowledge and background to assess
how the investigation allegations into Chief McAlister’s police conduct. Council member
McCollum referenced the November 3rd News Release where Alex Vanegas listed the seven fact
findings that are all matters involving police procedures and protocols and feels Chief Dupuis is
important to get a full assessment on what happened.
Vice Mayor Ogelman agreed with Council member McCollum about having an investigator that
has police experience and feels it is very valuable. Vice Mayor Ogelman added that it is not only
about police credentials but a human resources issue and looks to find the balance that will lead
to the most objective discoveries. Vice Mayor Ogelman added that it makes sense to have a law
firm whose principle focus is not law enforcement but human resources. Vice Mayor Ogelman
stated the costs provided by Wilson Elser for a preliminary budget are estimates and does not
believe Jackson Lewis provided an estimate for the total cost and that the rates from the different
Attorneys are fixed. Vice Mayor Ogelman added that in comparison, the rates for Wilson Elser
are better but not the only criteria for choosing them and feels their skill set is better.
Council member Greenly noted the rates are fairly close in comparison and as a taxpayer wants it
done correctly and professionally.
Council member Jimmerson talked about the ways to pursue law enforcement investigations –
general orders and IA and human resources and feels that part of having a former Police Chief is
to make sure what the information pertains to. Council member Jimmerson added she is leaning
towards Wilson Elser because they will audit the investigation conducted by the outside human
resources consultant, will investigate and evaluate the Interim Town Manager and whether he
properly investigated the Chief and whether he properly performed all of the functions of his
position. In addition, Council member Jimmerson added that the allegations of sexual harassment
need investigated as well as the other two complaints forwarded by staff, and fully supports
hiring Mr. Dupuis and Wilson Elser together.
Council member Jimmerson asked if both firms need listed in the motion. Hooper McCann
stated Mr. Dupuis has been handled administratively. Mayor Fraser stated that Mr. Dupuis was
selected from an administrative perspective.
Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council engage Wilson Elser to
complete the investigation of actions by the Interim Town Manager and any other complaints
received by the Town involving staff. I further authorize staff to prepare a contractual agreement
with Wilson Elser to be executed by Mayor Kwasi Fraser.
3
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Council member Jimmerson asked if the second motion needed read. Hooper McCann stated that
it may not but that Council would need to define the scope of services once engaged. Ms.
McCann reminded Council about the first motion to do with the budget amendment.
Council member Jimmerson made a second motion that the Town Council approve the budget
amendment identified as BA#7-2018 dated December 7, 2017 in the amount of $80,000 to
appropriate funds for the legal services for the investigation of actions by the Interim Town
Manager and complaints received by the Town involving staff, the audit of the investigation of
the Police Chief and the staff support from the County of Loudoun. And I move that the
following items be the focus of the scope of services for the investigation:
- To audit a prior investigation conducted by an outside Human Resources Consultant with
respect to allegations made about the Chief of Police Cynthia McAlister;
- To investigate and evaluate whether the Interim Town Manager Alex Vanegas properly
managed the investigation described above and if he properly performed all of the
functions of his position;
- To investigate allegations of sexual harassment made against Town Attorney Sally
Hankins by Mr. Vanegas;
- To investigate other complaints made by Town staff members against other staff.
The motion was seconded by Council member Bledsoe.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Council member Bledsoe
6-0-1 Abstain

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Abstain
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member McCollum stated before his vote that he preferred the other firm but if the
majority of Council wants this that he would abstain.
Mayor Fraser made a statement:
(Verbatim) No organization or governing body is perfect. Within our town's administration,
Town of Purcellville, we have systemic issues, some of which have been long-standing and
recent events have shed light upon them. Having expressed their concerns about these issues,
senior staff have asked for help to fix them, and we are reviewing their concerns to move
Purcellville forward. This Mayor and Town Council acknowledge to our citizens that we own
these issues and take full responsibility for resolving them in a timely and appropriate manner.

4
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In tonight's meeting we decided on a firm to hire to address some of these systemic issues
relative to the investigations. In the meanwhile, our staff and management team continue to
deliver excellent service to the community, as usual.
Mayor Fraser thanked everyone and noted that a lot is said in the media but that as he stated to
someone “down goes Fraser, sells more ads than the truth and the facts” and that he is committed
to the truth and facts. Mayor Fraser added that going forward he is confident that this Town
Council, this management and the people of Purcellville are behind us as they lift Purcellville out
of the issue that has been over amplified in the media.
ADJOURNMENT:
With no further business, Council member McCollum made a motion to adjourn the special
meeting at 7:26 M. The motion was seconded by Council member Jimmerson and carried and
carried 7-0.

_________________________
Kwasi A. Fraser, Mayor

________________________
Diana Hays, Clerk of Council

5
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ATTACHMENT 2

MINUTES
PURCELLVILLE TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
JANUARY 9, 2018, 7:00 PM
TOWN HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS
The regular meeting of the Purcellville Town Council convened at 7:00 PM in Council
Chambers with the following in attendance:
PRESENT:

Kwasi Fraser, Mayor
Nedim Ogelman, Vice Mayor
Chris Bledsoe, Council member
Karen Jimmerson, Council member
Doug McCollum, Council member
Ryan Cool, Council member
Ted Greenly, Council member

ABSENT:

None

STAFF:

John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager
Hank Day, Interim Town Attorney
Hooper McCann, Director of Administration
Patrick Sullivan, Director of Community Development
Erin Goodrich, Senior Planner
Lt. Joe Schroeck, Police Department
Dale Lehnig, Interim Director of Public Works
Jason Didawick, Assistant Director of Public Works
Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

CALL TO ORDER OF REGULAR MEETING:
Mayor Fraser called the regular meeting to order at 7:00 PM. The Pledge of Allegiance followed.
AGENDA AMENDMENTS/APPROVAL:
Council member Jimmerson requested that action item 12e. be moved as the first item of the
meeting. Council agreed.
12e.

Appointment of Interim Town Attorney

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council approve the hiring of and
formally appoint Henry Day as Interim Town Attorney at a rate of $350 per hour for up to 24
hours per week until the current investigation is complete, in accordance with his letter dated
January 4, 2018. The motion was seconded by Council member Greenly.
Motion:
1
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Second:
Carried:

Council member Greenly
7-0

McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

PROCLAMATIONS/RECOGNITIONS:
a.
b.

Recognition – Dave Levinson, Purcellville Arts Council, 3 years
Recognition – Emerick Elementary, National Blue Ribbon School for
Academic Excellence

PUBLIC HEARING(S):
None
PRESENTATION(S):
a.
b.

PACE (Property Assessed Clean Energy) Program, Girard Gurgick
RZ15-02, CPA15-01 and SUP17-01 O’Toole Property, Packie Crown,
Bowman Consulting

Copies of both presentations are on file in the Clerk’s office.
STANDING COMMITTEE/COMMISSION/BOARD REPORTS:
a.

Planning Commission

Chairman Stinnette provided an update on the status of the Comprehensive Plan.
b.

Purcellville Arts Council

Chair Jarvis thanked Dave Levinson for his service. Chair Jarvis noted the ongoing projects of
the PAC to include Art in Town Hall, artists and speakers for Black History Month in
February, the application for murals, the Artisan Trail, Challenge Grants, Cabin Fever Film
Festival, Leader in the Arts Award in honor of Jim “Doc” Wiley,
c.

Board of Architectural Review

Council member McCollum stated the BAR did not meet in December.
2
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d.

Parks and Recreation Advisory Board

Chairman Beckstrom talked about projects the PRAB is working on to include the Music and
Arts Festival, an outdoor stage in Dillon’s Woods, sponsors for the Music and Arts Festival
and meetings with last year’s sponsors, new guided nature walks at the Chapman DeMary
Trail, sports grants, scout projects, and a certified local government.
Council member Cool thanked Chairman Beckstrom for all of his assistance.
e.

Economic Development Advisory Committee

Vice Mayor Ogelman stated the EDAC had not met and meets next on January 17, and
reminded everyone that the meetings are open to the public.
f.

Tree and Environment Sustainability Committee

Council member Greenly stated the TESC is working on the carbon footprint study, grant
funding for various projects, updates to the committee roles and responsibilities, the
community garden, participation in the Loudoun Grown Expo with a seed exchange, plants list,
parking lot run offs, and roof top gardening.
CITIZEN AND BUSINESS COMMENTS:
Ron Lickey, 410 W. K Street, talked about the old caution light in town, the recognition at the
tear drop and requested that a Christmas Tree be placed back at the tear drop.
John Hildebrand, 300 Oakleigh Court, spoke on behalf of the Catoctin Meadows HOA and
provided an update on the cut through traffic issue. Mr. Hildebrand stated residents did not
have a lot of time to react to the proposal for the pilot program and that the HOA President,
Dan Shaughnessy, provided input at the Nov. 14 Town Council meeting and noted reservations
with the delineator approach. Mr. Hildebrand stated that since then all of the HOA members
have been informed and they have provided feedback. Mr. Hildreband stated it is evident that
there is no one solution that would address the cut through traffic without impacting various
stakeholders. Mr. Hildebrand stated he feels all stakeholders should be able to provide input on
the approach taken, the duration of each option, the metrics that are collected to access the
effectiveness of each option and an assessment of the result and impacts of each option. Mr.
Hildebrand stated their recommendation is that the pilot program should include an escalating
set of options combined with enforcement. Mr. Hildebrand talked about the work group
charter that has been circulated for review and looks forward to implementing the pilot
program.
Jacqueline Gallman, 600 W. Country Club, stated she had no knowledge of the pilot program
and asked why the project is not being implemented in stages and does not understand why
something in writing has not been issued to the residents for a meeting that involves all of the
stakeholders. Ms. Gallman talked about the traffic issues and the impact of closing off traffic.
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Derrick Jaastad, 700 W. Country Club Drive, talked about pedestrian safety and the impacts of
the cut through traffic and stated he would not mind an inconvenience if safety is enhanced.
Mr. Jaastad stated signage should not be used for traffic calming and that infrastructure should
be studied. Mr. Jaastad asked Council to look at elimination and prevention versus mitigation.
Jeff Scott, 730 W. Country Club Drive, stated in October he delivered letters to homes on
Holly, 33rd and Country Club and delivered letters that included his contact information. Mr.
Scott talked about the traffic issues and safety concerns. Mr. Scott stated he is ready to work
with Catoctin Meadows however that the VDOT document states that 75% of the affected
neighborhood are the ones that should have the petition and feels that Catoctin Meadows is
affected by the solution.
Steve Varmecky, Chappelle Hill Road, talked about the dedicated staff that the town has. Mr.
Varmecky stated he was disappointed by some recent derogatory media comments about town
staff and stated there is a disconnect between what he knows about town staff and what was
being written. Mr. Varmecky commended Council member Jimmerson for speaking up in her
writing specifically in response to Mr. Reynolds comments, which he is most concerned about.
Mr. Varmecky stated that staff has always supported Council’s goals and in return, feels
Council has an obligation to support staff in the face of inaccurate public comment and
reminded Council that staff is not permitted to defend themselves. Mr. Varmecky stated he
understands that with the current legal situation that Council may not be able to defend staff
but hopes they will in the future.
Sherry Polend, 701 W. Country Club Drive, stated she agrees with all of the previous
comments regarding the issues in Country Club and shared an incident that happened on
Halloween night where the police dept. was involved to help with speeding as a neighbor was
almost hit.
Bob Anderson, 820 Country Club Drive, stated this issue came up over a year ago when Zicht
brought a proposal to build a parking lot. Mr. Anderson talked about the situation already
being dangerous. Mr. Anderson stated that all of the people that are stating they did not receive
notice, should have and that this was an issue. Mr. Anderson stated the residents came to
Council with a request to fix the problem as a precondition to the parking lot and Council
passed it. Mr. Anderson added that once the parking lot was approved, the problem increased
and stated that in a meeting the solution was made by the Fire Dept. Mr. Anderson stated that
VDOT is not involved and has nothing to add. Mr. Anderson requested that Council move
forward.
David Egee, 920 Country Club Drive, stated he deals with the same issues on a daily basis and
that his children are not allowed near that section of Country Club Drive due to safety
concerns. Mr. Egee talked about drivers who run the flashing bus lights and the dangerous
situation. Mr. Egee stated he is willing to give up one of the routes to find a permanent solution
to the eliminating the cut through. Mr. Egee stated in speaking with law enforcement that they
cannot dedicate the manpower to enforce the signage and feels that going back to the way the
street was designed when it was built and to block access except to emergency vehicles to both
ends of Country Club.
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Uta Brown, 37883 E. Main Street, came forward and stated that the Virginia Code states that
land that is seized for a road and is not used should be returned to the owner. Ms. Brown
referenced the two acres on the east side of the Southern Collector Road that were not returned
to her. Ms. Brown stated they need it to protect them from the new development in an effort to
fence them out. Ms. Brown talked about the endangerment problems and property destruction
problems that do not get fixed and that they have waited six years to have the property
returned. Ms. Brown stated the destruction to their property will not be small if dozens of
people are being encouraged to wander around. Ms. Brown stated her home is being invaded
and the creek has been polluted.
Muka Nyamuhindu, 22038 St. Louis Road, came forward and stated he feels there is not
enough for the youth in the community to do such as play pool, basketball or visit a skate park
which leaves kids to do drugs and alcohol. Council member Jimmerson stated she would pass
along his information to the Youth Advisory Board for the Bush Tabernacle. Vice Mayor
Ogelman stated he feels it would be helpful for Mr. Nyamuhindu to provide his input to
include things he and his friends like to do that would be attractive to the community. Council
member Cool stated he too would share his information for the Youth Advisory Council that
Shaun Alexander and Play to Win are creating.
MAYOR AND COUNCIL COMMENTS:
Council member McCollum had no comments.
Council member Greenly stated he has been working with the Police Dept. to bring forward a
program where police officers could take the vehicles home at night which could be beneficial
to the town if a police officer had to respond at night. Council member Greenly added he
visited the Rescue Squad and learned about their challenges and stated they have a lot of teens
that volunteer. Council member Greenly stated he has been visiting business members and
members of the communities and welcomed everyone the opportunity to speak with him about
anything.
Council member Jimmerson stated she agrees with Mr. Varmecky that the town has a very
capable and wonderful staff and welcomed Mr. Anzivino. Council member Jimmerson added
she feels they are on the right track and feels the change will be for good.
Council member Cool thanked Mr. Anzivino for his guidance and welcomed Mr. Day. Council
member Cool thanked staff for their help during the extremely cold weather and noted that the
plaque has been installed at Fireman’s Field for Miss Wendy. Council member Cool added that
the transition of the Tabernacle and Fireman’s Field continues and talked about the issues to
include electrical, code, flooring, and fields. Council member Cool talked about the Town
Manager recruitment process and thanked the residents for their comments on the Country
Club Drive traffic concern. Council member Cool stated he has spoken with Mr. Anzivino and
Mr. Day about an operational assessment and talked about some of the concerns.
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Council member Bledsoe thanked the citizens for speaking their concerns with the cut through
traffic in Country Club and looks forward to implementing the pilot program. Council member
Bledsoe thanked Muka for wanting to be involved with the community, and thanked Dave
Levinson for his service to the community. Council member Bledsoe stated he attended the
staff luncheon and thanked staff for all of their work in supporting the community. Council
member Bledsoe stated he attended the PBA luncheon to support the efforts of the sponsorship
for the Rock for Life event on April 8.
Vice Mayor Ogelman thanked staff for all of their work. Vice Mayor Ogelman stated he
appreciates the residents of Country Club and Catoctin Meadow coming forward. Vice Mayor
Ogelman added that he and the Mayor have been visiting both neighborhoods and appreciates
the suggestions and talked about the impacts and focusing on safety. Vice Mayor Ogelman
referenced the presentation on the O’Toole property and the importance of having public input.
Mayor Fraser thanked the citizens of Country Club and Catoctin Meadow for their comments
and thanked staff for the informative staff report. Mayor Fraser thanked staff for their work
during the extremely cold weather. Mayor Fraser talked about providing a detailed analysis
about the investigations to include expenses to the citizens. Mayor Fraser stated he is preparing
for his state of the town address.
Mayor Fraser announced that item 11a had been removed from the agenda.
DISCUSSION/INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:
a.

A Street Trail from Blue Ridge Middle School to S. Maple Avenue

Dale Lehnig stated that the project is in the Capital Improvement Plan and it is moving
forward. Ms. Lehnig talked about the funding and the design. Council member Cool referenced
an email from Supervisor Buffington requesting the status of this and suggested working with
Mr. Anzivino on a response. Ms. Lehnig stated the town reports the status to the County every
quarter.
b.

Country Club Drive Traffic Pilot Program Status Update

Dale Lehnig discussed the status of the pilot program. Further discussion took place on the
placement of the delineators and Ms. Lehnig noted they would be for emergency vehicles and
not routine traffic. John Anzivino added that the preference of the postal service and the
schools is to keep flow through traffic open. Council member McCollum requested that the
trash company and delivery services be contacted for their comments.
Vice Mayor Ogelman asked about the access back when the neighborhoods were separated,
and whether or not it was meant to be a pass through or not. Dale Lehnig stated she feels it was
blocked off before the roads were actually accepted into the system. John Anzivino stated staff
is working with VDOT and feels questions can be answered at the working group meeting and
once input is received from the working group the plan could be finalized for a presentation to
Council in February.
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Mayor Fraser noted the sense of urgency with this item since it had been approved by Council.
ACTION ITEMS:
a.

Parade for Purcellville (LVHS Boys Cross Country National Champions

Hooper McCann summarized the proposed recognition for the State and National Champions
Boys Cross Country Team from Loudoun Valley and added that the budget impact would be
minimal.
Council member Cool made a motion that the Town Council direct staff to coordinate the
scheduling and preparations to have the Purcellville boys Cross Country Team National
Champions formally escorted from Loudoun Valley High School to their recognition at the
Tabernacle on Saturday, February 17, 2018. The motion was seconded by Council member
Bledsoe.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Cool
Council member Bledsoe
7-0

McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:
b.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Requested Amendments to the Makersmiths, Inc. Lease Agreement

Hooper McCann stated Makersmiths has reached out requesting modifications to the original
agreement with the town as noted in the staff report. Mr. Day recommended a public hearing
should be held as it was for the origination of the lease. Council member McCollum talked
about the request for the right of First Refusal in respect to public property and Mr. Day
provided comments and recommended against it.
Mayor Fraser talked about the asset being underutilized. Council member Jimmerson added
she does not feel it is in the best interest of the town to provide the Right of First Refusal. Vice
Mayor Ogelman stated he feels a public hearing should be held and that Council’s votes should
reflect that to allow for further discussion with the public. After discussion, Council agreed that
all three requests should be discussed at the public hearing. Mayor Fraser stated that he would
prefer to not take action and have further discussion with Makersmiths. Dale Lehnig stated that
the request for sanitary sewer is urgent in order for them to occupy the building. Vice Mayor
Ogelman suggested the item be moved forward to a public hearing to be able to have public
input as well as further discussion by Council.
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Vice Mayor Ogelman made a motion that the Town Council authorize staff to advertise a
public hearing regarding the draft Amendment to the Makersmiths Lease Agreement to be held
at the February 13, 2018 Town Council Meeting. The motion was seconded by Council
member Greenly.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Vice Mayor Ogelman
Council member Greenly
7-0

McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member McCollum stated his vote was in favor of the public hearing and not that the
Right of First Refusal should be granted. Vice Mayor Ogelman agreed to a public hearing on
the three requests. Mayor Fraser stated the purpose is for the public hearing.
c.

Mayfair Industrial Park, Lot 3 Availability Fees

Dale Lehnig stated that Lot 3 is Truckin’ America.
Council member McCollum stated that had spoken with Mr. Anzivino about this item and the
next item about why they are considered a legislative matter and not handled administratively.
Mr. Anzivino noted that usually this type of item is handled administratively and approved by
staff.
Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council approve a 5/8-inch water and
sewer availability for Truckin’ America, located on Lot 3 of the Mayfair Industrial Subdivision,
once all necessary land approvals have been secured. This approval is valid with the following
stipulations:
This availability must be purchased prior to the zoning permit being issued for the development
of the property and must be purchased at the going availability rates at the time of purchase.
The approval of this availability is with the understanding that if the number of fixtures or
water use exceeds the allowable amount for the meter size, the current owner will be required
to upgrade the availability as necessary with all appropriate approvals, or the use will not be
permitted.
The motion was seconded by Council member Bledsoe.
Motion:
8
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Second:
Carried:

Council member Bledsoe
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:
d.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Mayfair Industrial Park, Lot 4 Availability Fees

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council approve a 3/4-inch water and
sewer availability for McKim Septic and Pumping, located on Lot 4 of the Mayfair Industrial
Subdivision, once all necessary land approvals have been secured. This approval is valid with
the following stipulations:
This availability must be purchased prior to the zoning permit being issued for the development
of the property and must be purchased at the going availability rates at the time of purchase.
The approval of this availability is with the understanding that if the number of fixtures or
water use exceeds the allowable amount for the meter size, the current owner will be required
to upgrade the availability as necessary with all appropriate approvals, or the use will not be
permitted.
The motion was seconded by Council member Cool.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Council member Cool
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:
e.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program Application

Mayor Fraser referenced the information as presented in the agenda packet and summarized
that UAS is drone technology and that the town has the opportunity to permit the use of the
Aberdeen property as a potential way to invite innovation into drone science to look at forestry
9
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or agricultural assets. Mayor Fraser added that this is to go through the application for
consideration in the program and is not a commitment.
Council discussed the motion presented and questioned whether the conditions in the second
part would obligate the town to hold a referendum which may not be permitted. Hank Day
talked about “majority citizenship”.
Council member Cool stated he would abstain from the vote due to potential conflict of
interest.
Vice Mayor Ogelman made a motion that Mayor Fraser proceed with Purcellville’s application
to be a Lead participant in the FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program. The motion was seconded
by Council member McCollum.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Vice Mayor Ogelman
Council member McCollum
6-0-1 Abstain

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:

Abstain
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

DISCUSSION OF ITEMS PROPOSED FOR FUTURE PRESENTATIONS/
RECOGNITION:
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
a.

December 12, 2017 Town Council Meeting

Council member McCollum made a motion that the Town Council approve the minutes of the
December 12, 2017 Town Council Meeting and waive reading. The motion was seconded by
Council member Jimmerson and carried 7-0.
CLOSED MEETING:
Council member Jimmerson made a motion that as authorized under Section 2.2-3711(A)(8) of
the Code of the Virginia that the Purcellville Town Council convene in a closed meeting to
consult with legal counsel about specific legal matters pertaining to personnel investigations of
Town employees, which requires the provision of legal advice by counsel. The following
individuals are requested to attend the closed meeting:
1)

All Town Council Members

10
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2)
3)
4)

Attorneys from Wilson Elser
John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager
Hank Day, Interim Town Attorney

The motion was seconded by Vice Mayor Ogelman.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Vice Mayor Ogelman
7-0

McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council reconvene in an open
meeting and that the minutes reflect no formal action was taken in the closed meeting.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Council member Bledsoe
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Jimmerson:
Greenly:
McCollum:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Purcellville Town Council adopt
Resolution 18-01-01 certifying the closed meeting of January 9, 2018. The motion was
seconded by Vice Mayor Ogelman.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Vice Mayor Ogelman
7-0

Ogelman:
Bledsoe:
Cool:
Jimmerson:
Greenly:
11
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McCollum:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye

ADJOURNMENT:
With no further business, Council member Bledsoe made a motion to adjourn the meeting at
11:02 PM. The motion was seconded by Council member Cool and carried 7-0.

_________________________
Kwasi A. Fraser, Mayor

________________________
Diana Hays, Clerk of Council

12
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Mayor
Kwasi A. Fraser
Council
Chris Bledsoe
Ryan J. Cool
Theodore Greenly
Karen Jimmerson
Douglass J. McCollum
Nedim Ogelman

221 S. Nursery Avenue
Purcellville, VA 20132
(540) 338‐7421
Fax: (540) 338‐6205
www.purcellvilleva.gov

TOWN OF PURCELLVILLE
IN
LOUDOUN COUNTY, VIRGINIA
RESOLUTION NO. 18-01-01

PRESENTED:
ADOPTED:

A RESOLUTION:

THE

CERTIFYING
JANUARY 9, 2018

JANUARY 9, 2018
JANUARY 9, 2018

CLOSED

MEETING

ON

WHEREAS, the Town Council of the Town of Purcellville, Virginia, has this day convened a
closed meeting in accordance with an affirmative recorded vote of the Purcellville
Town Council and in accordance with the Virginia Freedom of Information Act.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Purcellville Town Council does hereby
certify that to the best of each member’s knowledge, i.) only public business matters
lawfully exempted from open meeting requirements under the Freedom of
Information Act were discussed in the closed meeting to which this certification
applies; and ii.) only such public business matters as were identified in the motion
by which the said closed meeting was convened were heard, discussed or
considered by the Purcellville Town Council.
PASSED THIS 19TH DAY OF JANUARY, 2018.
_________________________
Kwasi A. Fraser, Mayor
Town of Purcellville
ATTEST:
___________________________
Diana Hays, Clerk of Council
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #14
SUBJECT:

Closed Meeting

DATE OF MEETING:

January 23, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Attached are the motions and resolution pertaining to the closed meeting.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Closed Meeting Motions
2. Resolution 18‐01‐04
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MOTION TO RECESS THE REGULAR MEETING AND CONVENE A CLOSED
MEETING

(this motion to be used if legal counsel is present:
“As authorized under Section 2.2-3711(A)(8) of the Code of Virginia, I move that the Purcellville
Town Council convene in a closed meeting to consult with legal counsel about specific legal
matters pertaining to personnel investigations of Town employees, which requires the provision
of legal advice by counsel. The following individuals are requested to attend the closed meeting:
1)
2)
3)
4)

All Town Council members
Attorneys from Wilson Elser
John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager
Hank Day, Interim Town Attorney

OR
(this motion to be used if legal counsel is not present)
As authorized under Section 2.2-3711(A)(1) of the Code of Virginia, I move that the Purcellville
Town Council convene in a closed meeting to discuss investigations into the performance of
specific Town employees:
1) All Town Council members
2) John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager
3) Hank Day, Interim Town Attorney
______________________________________________________________________________
MOTION BY TOWN COUNCIL TO ADJOURN THE CLOSED MEETING AND
RECONVENE THE OPEN MEETING
“I move that the Town Council reconvene in an open meeting and that the minutes reflect no
formal action was taken in the closed meeting.”

MOTION THAT THE RESOLUTION CERTIFYING THE CLOSED MEETING BE
ADOPTED AND REFLECTED IN THE MINUTES OF THE PUBLIC MEETING
“I move that the Purcellville Town Council adopt Resolution 18-01-04 certifying the
closed meeting of January 23, 2018.”
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ATTACHMENT 2
Mayor
Kwasi A. Fraser
Council
Chris Bledsoe
Ryan J. Cool
Theodore Greenly
Karen Jimmerson
Douglass J. McCollum
Nedim Ogelman

221 S. Nursery Avenue
Purcellville, VA 20132
(540) 338‐7421
Fax: (540) 338‐6205
www.purcellvilleva.gov

TOWN OF PURCELLVILLE
IN
LOUDOUN COUNTY, VIRGINIA
RESOLUTION NO. 18-01-04

A RESOLUTION:

PRESENTED:
ADOPTED:

CERTIFYING
THE
JANUARY 23, 2018

JANUARY 23, 2018
_________________

CLOSED

MEETING

ON

WHEREAS, the Town Council of the Town of Purcellville, Virginia, has this day convened a
closed meeting in accordance with an affirmative recorded vote of the Purcellville
Town Council and in accordance with the Virginia Freedom of Information Act.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Purcellville Town Council does hereby
certify that to the best of each member’s knowledge, i.) only public business matters
lawfully exempted from open meeting requirements under the Freedom of
Information Act were discussed in the closed meeting to which this certification
applies; and ii.) only such public business matters as were identified in the motion
by which the said closed meeting was convened were heard, discussed or
considered by the Purcellville Town Council.
PASSED THIS _________ DAY OF JANUARY, 2018.
_________________________
Kwasi A. Fraser, Mayor
Town of Purcellville
ATTEST:
___________________________
Diana Hays, Clerk of Council
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